SAITJ DISQUS COMMENTS ON THE COMMUNITY FORUM
POSTS SPIKED DURING THE 2017 FEBRUARY TO MARCH
PERIOD. THE CONVERSATIONS WERE COMPELLING CIVIL
AND FOCUSED ON FACTUAL HYPOTHESIS. AS THE
MODERATOR I HAD TO DELETE MANY POSTS THAT WERE
CRUEL VILE AND UNCIVIL, A TRAIT SO COMMON IN THE
INDIAN COMMUNITY. MY PERSONAL INFORMATION WAS
POSTED REPEATEDLY AND MY DISQUS ADMINISTRATION
DUTIES BECAME A WOEFUL AFFLICTION.
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My final comment was as follows: “SAITJ is Proudly Signing
Off. Our Mission is Accomplished. The Indian Community
has exposed their vile behavior and hypercritical
hypocrisy. The people of India have to reconcile their
corrupt and crude and mean-spirited practices. The Indian
IT Mafia has been exposed. Companies such as Tata,
Infosys, Wipro, and HCL are rackets in collaboration with
greedy US Corporation to consume the US Information
Technology market and virtually eliminate IT as a career for
Americans. It is a tragic shame. This fight to Save American
IT jobs is not over, it has just begun!”
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The following graphics illustrated in the following captured
screen shot for the month of February 2018, since Disqus
only provides monthly statistics, the data for the first week
of March are not included. On the final day of signoff 306
comments were the final total as of March 9, 2017 the day
SAITJ was closed down due to viral and technical attacks
and the hassles they presented.

The late February spike coincides with the various social
media reaction that was reported by Buzzfeed. Disqus
detected 6,100 web site article reads in the period. A small
number but compared to our traffic of 100 a week, it was a
significant percentage spike. The 2991 comment increased
during the first week of March, that number not available
but it was significant,
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Before the site shutdown, I captured the Disqus comments
as RAW text and occasional images with technical reply
text removed for readability. The data is sorted ascending
with the latest post dated March 9 on the top of the list.
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Disqus - All Comments from Early February To 3 PM
March 9, 2017 at the bottom.
Save American Information Technology Jobs
www.saveamericanitjobs.org

VARIOUS SAITJ WEB SITE DISQUS COMMENTS
SAITJ1 hour ago
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
SAITJ is Proudly Signing Off. Our mission is accomplished. The Indian
community has exposed their vile behavior and hypercritical
hypocrisy. The people of India have to reconcile their corrupt and
crude and mean-spirited practices. The Indian IT Mafia has been
exposed. Companies such as Tata, Infosys, Wipro, and HCL are
rackets in collaboration with greedy US Corporation to consume the
US Information Technology market and virtually eliminate IT as a
career for Americans. It is a tragic shame. This fight to Save
American IT jobs is not over, it has just begun!

Kevin Schmidt3 hours ago
kevinschmidt@Wwwwwww.com76.90.35.70
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English is India's first language.
Indian education is better.

Kevin Schmidt3 hours ago
kevinschmidt@Wwwwwww.com76.90.35.70
Actually, it has everything to do with it!
How very telling that you can't stand the truth and decide to censor
comments that prove you wrong and put you in your place.
Hate crimes are not random statistical possibilities, they are hate
crimes that target specific individuals 100%. Your hate website fans
the flames of hate. Just remember what the Indians believe about
karma, "what goes around comes around."

Kevin Schmidt3 hours ago
kevinschmidt@Wwwwwww.com76.90.35.70
Well, 'the stranger' killed an Arab by accident. But he showed no
remorse. Because of that, he was sentenced to death.

Kevin Schmidt3 hours ago
kevinschmidt@Wwwwwww.com76.90.35.70
This domain name is registered at Godaddy.
It is a racist, bigoted hate website, which no doubt violates the
terms of the hosting service.
To have the website taken down, call this company to complain:
The server host is XXXYYYZZZZ.com
Support & Sales 1-888-777-6666
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Mike JT3 hours ago
macjoubert@Xxxxx.com47.185.151.210
Didn't your dad's dad also come here for a better life? What did he
do better than just clearing land stolen from someone else working
for peanuts undercutting existing farmers.
For every immigrant, there's another here who came before who
did the same dang thing, for the same dang reason.

Mike JT3 hours ago
macjoubert@Xxxxx.com47.185.151.210
I look at this whole site and tried to read with rationality, but I have
to say this site will be the trigger that gets someone to go and
destroy another!
Didn't the Irish take over the meat packing industry, didnt the
Italians take over the lower income service jobs, didn't Germans
take over the farming jobs in the 18th century.
But what you're doing here is akin to the pictures and photos look
straight out of Der Sturmer, highlighting the "extent of the undesired"
and creating hatred.

Finally i read that the site owner writes about the recent killing "
Indians overreact, because the US is a gun culture and the nutjob
thought the Indian was an Iranian", so what? That makes it ok to
shoot an Iranian? How idiotic is that logic.
It's akin to saying - Hey they lynched this Jew, well he was dark
enough they thought he was black.

SAITJ4 hours ago
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admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
It may be too late, help is on the way one step at a time. Indian
Media is watching very closely the actions of Jeff Sessions as he
moves to undo the Obama damage to the USA workforce.
http://timesofindia.indiati...

Eville Cville5 hours ago
evilleofcville@live.com70.169.143.9
I see that admin has been deleting posts left and right. Have the
balls to take some criticism after what you did.

visak6 hours ago
visak@yopmail.com69.47.137.42
H1B should only be given to USA educated and highly qualified
foreigners as it used to be the case prior to Y2K. Current H1B system
is full of flaws. H4 EAD is another mess. If spouse of H1B is qualified,
they should apply for their own H1B. Current H1B system is only
benefiting outsourcing companies. Discussing here is not going to
help. USA government and IT companies should think about this
and fix the problem as they are the one's that created this mess in
the first place and expanding it.
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eaglerockdude7 hours ago
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
I agree with you 100%. American leaders and companies are at
fault. The only source of arguments here were with people who are
saying that american workers are lazy, and not as good, all those
things. Or arguing that the H1B's are needed. They DO help the
corporations they work for, but unemployed americans hurt the
country. Just like in india unemployment is not good.
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2zPoint7 hours ago
deystini@comcast.net73.246.191.238
There are plenty of worthwhile there and more are coming. Better
go get trained and acquire the right skills. There is an enormous skills
gap to bridge. Stop the rant and get prepared.
http://www.foxbusiness.com/...
And here is my counter rant: In a capitalist world protectionist
strategies have never worked and will never work. It will only
impoverish America even more. I am a cancer researcher of Indian
origin, and I only ended up at this site because someone shared
the stalking video that I found entirely disturbing. I can easily envy
the fact that an IT job pays equivalent or more than I earn after
decades of hard work, for far fewer years of training, effort and
dedication. When I slogged away in college and university, you
guys already had a cushy job and suburban house, shiny cars and
technology stocks that made millions. And frankly, you also had far
fewer grey cells. To me, today's high-school kids may be able to do
the same coding jobs even better, efficiently, easily and cheaply.
Why anyone would pay anything more than 100K for an IT job is
beyond me. It is a low skilled and mind-numbingly boring profession
if you ask me. So these IT jobs are not worth saving for anyone. The
sooner most of the coding jobs go away the better. Before IT
professionals jump up in protest, let me clarify that I am trying to be
provocatively and make a point here. The point is what you (SAITJ
webmaster) or I think about others does not matter. It is misguided colored by our lack of proper knowledge/understanding.
Do what you can control - improve yourself. There is a revolution in
data and automated coding coming, and it will render most of
today's IT professionals jobless soon. So, it is good time to abandon
this website and hate mongering, and prepare for this
technological revolution and not a social one. The latter is
profoundly misguided.
http://www.foxbusiness.com/...
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If you don't have the right skills for these jobs of the future, then get
back to college. Become an information scientist or bioinformatics
expert. The American universities are still the best in the world. It is
precisely the reason for and result of attracting the best
talent/brains from around the world. You will learn to compete
again. An MIT will not be an MIT without this competition. So stop
whining about the success of "others" - if it were not the brown skins,
you will find your excuse in the plump shape of the Polish migrant,
the olive skin of the Italian migrant or the thick accent of the Russian
migrant, or the acne-faced 20 year old for taking your job away. Be
at peace and let others be at peace. Rather than wasting time
with a camera in "Indian" communities (yes, it is a free country and
you're free to waste your free time freely), get back to enhancing
your skill set, creating something new/innovative like Zuckerberg or
Bill Gates did (free time sometimes is a blessing for creativity if you
spend it wisely) or acquire a new one. For your information, if you're
any good with the camera, good photographers earn well too. You
can become a party photographer and cover parties thrown by
these Indians. You may come to like Indian food too.
zayaramz9 hours ago
jayaramvgc@Xxxxx.com43.227.132.112
Well Said Senthil..Spot On.!

XSeed11 hours ago
x_seed@gmx.com137.97.3.140
Hey Jackass
LOONGIS isn't even a south indian word its north indian.
You made your comment sound like you own english MOFO.
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Accents-Nearly all americans wouldn't be able to understand a
proper british accent (Isn't that why you were bitching about
Kingsmen)
Indian English is the most understood English and RP died dickhead.

XSeed11 hours ago
x_seed@gmx.com137.97.3.140
YSK that Dowry is prohibited in India and the number of arranged
marriages are dwindling in India.
India has a variety of Culture so don't blame the whole country for
a few Cultures(The worst being the Indian-American NRI Culture)
When you look at a person honestly how do you know that its a
Indian As a Indian I find it hard to differentiate looking at a person
From White to Black I have seen all colors of Indians

XSeed11 hours ago
x_seed@gmx.com137.97.3.140
Am Just Wondering WHY INDIAN and not Chinese or Africans or
Mexicans .....?

XSeed11 hours ago
x_seed@gmx.com137.97.3.140
Americans are a protectionist market, Despite it having a extremely
flawed, american favoring World Trade Organisation. You should
have learnt that by now fellow Indian.
All this anti- anti Indian Hate makes me wonder about the immense
American hate present in India(Thou not publicized)
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XSeed12 hours ago
x_seed@gmx.com137.97.7.213
As a Indian I am happy that this website and movement started.
Its your land, your job!!!!
Always hated the NRI culture(A bunch of pro-american indian
dumb asses)
In my opinion its a win-win for both countries India gets to reduce its
Brain Drain and Americans get to keep a few jobs.
But could you tone down the HATE!!!!
And all the content about India and Indians are blatantly wrong.
You seem to believe every thing your yellow media tells you.

Senthil R15 hours ago
rsenthil2007@Xxxxx.com49.207.57.36
They never expected globalisation will come back to bite them...

Senthil R15 hours ago
rsenthil2007@Xxxxx.com49.207.57.36
Seriously ? Then what about Red Indians, whom your cowboy
ancestors just killed and occupied the land few centuries
back...please read your own history better. Before Columbus
discovered, it was not your land...

John Pandit16 hours ago
johnpandit@Xxxxx.com75.64.225.117
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I doubt that this Steve Pushnor is even an IT guy. Looks like an old
resentful jealous person. These are the kind of guys who take a gun
and start shooting innocent people. Just like that mental idiot who
went into the church and shot all the black people or the aurora
theatre shooting or the school shootings...This person fits the profile
perfectly. The thing is, he doesn't know how the economy works,
how IT workers coming in are helping the American economy and
how much businesses are dependent on them. The only thing he
cannot digest is someone who is not white is driving a Porsche and
that is the cause of all his hatred. It is a classic case of racist
behavior. Even if he knows nothing, has studied nothing, he thinks
that because of his skin color, he is superior to others...

tom hunk17 hours ago
urstrulytom2@Xxxxx.com172.56.11.221
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This is Michigan State story. This State Government has hundreds of
IT contractors and 99 percents of them are Indians on H1B. Most of
them have been working for more than 10 plus years and most of
them are 3rd class IT workers. Recently after H4 EAD their spouses
are taking FULL TIME state jobs. Most of them are having no
experience in IT field. I wonder how these brainless American IT
managers are recruiting them? State of MI is one best example of
H1 & H4 EAD scam.

eaglerockdude17 hours ago
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
You and Batman. CreepBatman and you....CreepRobin. Why are
you so angry

eaglerockdude18 hours ago
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Hopefully you go home before then...make India "great again" with
your genius.
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whomedoyou21 hours ago
whome.doyou@Yyyyy.com128.107.241.174
You're willfully ignoring the main point there though that there are
people who are making decisions to hire cheaper people. You are
not wrong in claiming the is a wrong in hiring cheaper labor.
The labor is not forcing the decision maker to hire. The labor was
brought here by the decision maker and it can be sent back by the
decision maker. The big Indian companies are just a middle man the decision maker is still the American corporation.

whomedoyou23 hours ago
whome.doyou@Yyyyy.com128.107.241.174
What natives? Getucated man. The natives were all white just like
Jesus.

whomedoyou23 hours ago
whome.doyou@Yyyyy.com128.107.241.174
Down voted your post. It is unethical and immoral to engage in this
sort of behavior. Please delete your post immediately.

whomedoyou23 hours ago
whome.doyou@Yyyyy.com128.107.241.174
You have no clue. There is an entire authority that tracks every
recipient - there are thorough interviews every so often. Take a hint
and read up.
I could respond just as flippantly and say - its all just regular hate
speech to screw over the people who choose to be legal. Samo
samo.
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Radhika23 hours ago
rhiti987012@Xxxxx.com24.151.39.60
I am not saying that American universities are not good. I am saying
that an American going to college or university is more of a game
of chance. Most Americans are parents by the time they finish high
school. So maybe you should promote education to Americans.
Immigrants come to America for more opportunities and better life,
so they will more likely go to college at some point.

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
You have no idea what you are talking about. When a H1B is
extended there are severe responsibilities for the employer. It is
obvious you have never sponsored a H1B and like shooting your
mouth off. Hope you are enjoying the screwing you are getting.
You deserve it. And do you think all H1B's are for IT folks? Man, are
you clueless.

Eville Cvilleyesterday
evilleofcville@live.com70.169.143.9
Maybe they don't want to get shot by the American nut jobs on
here?

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
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Strange but some of the most technologically and economically
advanced parts of the US have incredibly stringent gun controls.
Your logic is ridiculous.

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
Sad you think Trump is going to bring any jobs back. Trump is a
pathological, serial liar. He had his own products made overseas,
used Chinese steel to build some of his buildings and suckered a
minority of this country's voters in to believing he is going to
accomplish anything. You need to wake up and smell the coffee.
The days when a high school diploma got you a good job at Ford
and GM are gone. Bye bye. Trump has also proved he is a disaster
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at business; was it 5 or 6 bankruptcies? Trump had enough
uneducated, White males vote for him because they are gullible.
As you can see his first 5 weeks in office have been a complete
disaster. He was handed an economy where unemployment was
at 4.9%, real incomes went up for the first time in 19 years and
poverty declined. If you could read, you'd know what President
Obama inherited.

Eville Cvilleyesterday
evilleofcville@llll.com70.169.143.9
https://www.scribd.com/docu...
This site will paint a good picture of why he called him a creep. I
had not seen this till Batman brought it to my attention. After
looking at this site, if you do not think the creator is a creep, you sir,
are a creep as well.

Eville Cvilleyesterday
evilleofcville@llll.com70.169.143.9
Please excuse my ignorance. I had not seen that site before. That
site was straight up disrespectful. I take it back.

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
What do you think he thought he was accomplishing by invading
the privacy of people who could well be US citizens, legal
permanent residents, etc. The man is so ignorant, he doesn't realize
folks here on H1B visas rarely buy fancy cars or homes because their
visas may not get renewed after 3 years. His pathetic post was
based on ZERO facts.
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Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
He posted license plate numbers. Check this out.
https://www.scribd.com/docu...

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
Hey John, you rock !!! Forget him finding another skill; he doesn't
know the difference between "sited" and "sighted".

John Pandityesterday
johnpandit@Xxxxx.com75.64.225.117
Looks like my comment was too real and made them face the
reality so they deleted it. Anyway, Let's take Coca Cola as
example. It needs 20,000 IT experts to develop and maintain it's
software. So it brings workers from India or Asia on H1B. Let's believe
the stalker who runs this website who says there are Americans here
who can do the job but they still hire from outside even though
every company which wants to hire a foreign worker has to first
offer the job to a citizen and lets assume somehow they get around
that. They still have to pay the foreign worker the same salary that
an American will get. Let's also assume that consultants take a cut
but these workers don't stay forever with a consultant and move
towards a permanent job as soon as possible. So now lets assume
this stalker's petition is successful and they ban all H1B's. (Side note:
According to DOL - https://www.bls.gov/opub/ml... - A 2011 survey
of manufacturers found that as many as 600,000 jobs remain
unfilled because there is a lack of qualified candidates for
technical positions requiring STEM skills—primarily production
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positions (e.g., machinists, operators, craftworkers, distributors, and
technicians) ). So Coca-Cola, till now which used to get foreign
workers, who in turn spent MOST of their money here in the states,
buying food (helping local store owner, manufacturer, restaurants),
buying clothes (helping your local stores, manufacturers, sales
people in stores etc), renting apartments (helping staff maintaining
those apartments), buying houses (helping real estate grow), talking
TV & phone subscriptions (helping again more local businesses). So
Coca-Cola doesn't have people to manage their IT systems and
decides to move all their IT to India. All the money that Coca-Cola
pays to the employees now don't help US businesses but Indian
businesses now. So who loses? If I run a business, I would rather hire
people locally instead of getting them from around the World if any
are available. I do that only when they are not available, or not
qualified or is not cost effective for me as a business. Either become
competitive or "GET OUT" - Find a different skill! Don't complain!

Eville Cvilleyesterday
evilleofcville@llll.com70.169.143.9
Why are you posting his address? He did not personally come after
anyone which is what you are doing. A jackass he maybe, but what
you are doing is wrong. Take it down or people will start coming
looking for you.

Peaceyesterday
abc@Xxxxx.com192.55.54.42
You are so so wrong in saying that the shooting had nothing to do
with being Indian or the H1-B. There are thousands of ignorant
people in this country who do not understand the nuances of how
the tech industry works. They read somewhere that H1B is bad and
they think its good to go and kill H-1B visa holders. Your page
contributed in the killings and shootings of Indians. I hope you are
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remorseful for your actions, because you contributed in someone's
death
If you want to fix the policies, focus on the incorrect policies and
greed of corporations not on people. How would you feel if Indians
start shooting american businessmen/women when they travel
(there are hundreds and thousands of them in India at any given
time)

Akramyesterday
md@afelixway.com59.90.7.125
His address is #5904-1117 Mount Eagle Drive, Alexandria, Virginia
Arlington. Phone number: +1 703-960-8739 , +1 410-872-0543.
ApproveSpamDelete
SAITJ
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Guest Comment

Peaceyesterday
abc@Xxxxx.com192.55.54.42
My two cents - the hatred and ignorance that you are spreading
through this page is actually emboldening the maniacs to kill. Are
you able to live with that?
The corporations and policies are to blame, please stop spewing
hatred for Indians or other immigrants. The policies need to be fixed,
not the people.
Also, I read somewhere below that if Indians do not have work /
jobs in the US they can go back to their country. If the whites do not
find work / jobs here they are free to explore other nations too
right? There are enough jobs in america for everyone even with
outsourcing and immigration.

SAITJyesterday
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Good points, well taken!

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
Well said. It is obvious EagleRock hasn't put any thought in to the
issue at hand.

Ajatshatruyesterday
devarajan.krish@Xxxxx.com180.179.40.9
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Guys,
As an Indian, let me put in some of our points:
1. What you see is a bunch of Indians coming in and grabbing your
jobs. However such large corporate transition happens when a
value proposition is in place - better operating margins, better
quality or what u may.
2. In your case it is the case of better operating margins and getting
good workforce at 1/5 th price. Looks fair from a workforce
perspective.
3. As of this date the american industry have conglomerates selling
goods. Pepsi, Coke, HP, Dell,IBM, Unilever, Ford and scores of US
countries have leveraged US financial heft and international clout
and entered so many of the asian and african markets and
obliterated the local companies. Most of the stuff I used in my child
are no longer available now.
4. In this back drop expecting protectionism for your domestic
market -IT or whatever but wanting level playing in other countries is
downright hypocrisy.

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
Poor Steve Pushnor can't even spell correctly. Hey Steve what's
"sited"? You must be burning up looking at the fancy cars. You
cannot spell and yet it doesn't stop you from dreaming. ROFLMAO.
Shamelessly walking around neighborhoods photographing people
without their consent. You really are the worst form of a biological
organism. It won't be very difficult to figure out where you live and
publish that information. Taking pictures of people's cars and
people minding their own business to further your pathetic agenda.
Good luck lamer.
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Eville Cvilleyesterday
evilleofcville@llll.com70.169.143.9
Damn rite!

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Will you go back home then?

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Nope. I love it.

Eville Cvilleyesterday
evilleofcville@llll.com70.169.143.9
Eaglerock, let's say all the temporary visa holders are shipped back
to wherever they came from. What next? Don't you think that most
of these jobs will follow them?
IT products don't have shipping costs associated with it as you
know. Sure, there are some projects that needs boots on ground.
But I assume those are mostly conversions to current systems and
once completed will be remotely managed.
There will be more foreclosures when people are forced to leave
their mortgages behind. Less tax income for the country.
Also, you can't blame human nature. If there is an opportunity, you,
me, corporations will save a buck if we can. Some American IT
workers may get a job easier than before, but I think that will last
about 10 years till everything gets outsourced to other countries.
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eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
I know that and I am not embarrassed. My issue is only with those
companies who have abused the system, and also indians who
know the truth but refuse to acknowledge it. Which really is related
to the first. Its all about the truth.
You are right.. that "writing a few programs" was a bit mean. I guess
this place got me carried away.. sorry for that one.
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Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
You don't get tired of embarrassing yourself do you?

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
Educated Whites love to talk about capitalism and free market
forces but when it comes back to bite them in the butt, they cry like
little babies. Ironically, I came to the US to employ White people
since I couldn't find many in India.

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com98.215.0.2
Educated Whites love to talk about capitalism and free market
forces but when it comes back to bite them in the butt, they cry like
little babies. Ironically, I came to the US to employ White people
since I couldn't find many in India. I love the fact that they say "how
high" when I say "jump".
eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
All these obvious indian guys coming here and posting...both as
their real selfs and under fake handles..just shows you they have no
class really and are cowards unable to face the facts...its useless to
argue with them.

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
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I don't know what "make this country great" means and I don't care.
Thats politician speak. I don't care or even think the USA is the
greatest country in the world, if that could even be measured. And
it it could be, and the USA was, it would be bad form to speak or
say it. Its not important.
The issue here is a wrong. The abuse and unfairness. Thats all. Pretty
simple.

Eville Cvilleyesterday
evilleofcville@llll.com70.169.143.9
You are kidding right? You can walk out and get hit by a wayward
bullet, then yes, it is a statistical possibility. But when you are
targeted due to your skin color and ethnicity, is that still a random
shooting? How can you even compare the

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Batman have you ever lost your job to an or because of H1B?...so
easy to have your opinion if so. Why are you calling the creator of
this site a creep...why are you here anyway...make trouble?
Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com23.25.35.201
I could embarrass you by saying the current or former CEO's of
Microsoft, Google, Pepsi, Citigroup, MasterCard, etc. are/were
Indian Americans and they didn't get to where they are/were by
working cheaper and writing a few programs. You ought to be
bloody ashamed of yourself. Don't forget it wasn't until 1947 that we
kicked the White man out of India. The second largest groups of
scientists, college professors and doctors in the US are Indian
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Americans. Next time I suggest you don't bring a kitchen knife to a
gun fight.

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com23.25.35.201
By 2030, India will be the 3rd largest economy in the world; larger
than Japan, Germany, etc. and then you will be singing a different
tune. Karma can be a bitch. https://www.bloomberg.com/n...

Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com23.25.35.201
You are damn right. I am an American citizen and I don't get what
your father fighting in WW II has to do with the price of coal. Who
really gives a damn?
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eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
The Bachelor India:

https://qz.com/926214/once-...

No wonder you guys are so bummed..
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Batmanyesterday
gautam@Sssssssssssss.com23.25.35.201
What an arrogant perspective. Given the fact that the per capita
income of an Indian American is twice that of a White American, it
ought to suggest to you that each Indian American contributes
twice as much to the economy than a White American. No H1B has
ever told a White that he/she deserves to lose his/her job. That's a
load of crock. Those decisions are made by folks very high up the
corporate food chain. 62,000 Indians died in WW I and 87,000
Indians died in WW II, just in case you cared to know. More
American manufacturing jobs have been lost to robots than
outsourcing; get used to the fact. Indians in IT in this country have
not made a great effort to mingle and assimilate and I hold them
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guilty of that. If they work on improving their English skills, given the
fact we spoke English in India, before the US was discovered, they'd
learn to stand up to bullies like the lamer who hosts this page and
the one in Olathe. In the 33 years I have lived and taught in this
country I've realized 2 things. If you are dealing with someone who
has an ounce of brains, a superior intellect usually shuts them up. If
you are dealing with a racist, bigoted moron and there's no
shortage of morons in this country, then backing down and being
meek isn't the answer. Bloody ironic that the CEO's of Google and
Microsoft both happen to be Indian Americans eh. Where I come
from we have a saying, if you can't handle the heat, get out of the
kitchen. Adios amigos. I really don't know of a single Indian
American who walks around video taping White folks like a creep.
Sign all the petitions you want, I have no problem with that, but the
guy who hosts this site needs to stop being a CREEP !! Pretty damn
disgusting.

Anita Syesterday
anitas4415@Xxxxx.com74.124.47.10
Exceptions do exist. I agree. But generalization is not correct either.
Sekhar Reddyyesterday
chandrasekhara.reddy@Xxxxx.com192.94.34.34
I too am looking for an answer for your question -- "easy to accept
Walmart minimum pay but not able to compete with H1B
replacements". Is it demeaning to compete with "Cheap Labor"?
Hope someone answers this.
Guest Comment
Patriotyesterday
salaria.ashi@Xxxxx.com12.51.252.50
Its not only Indians hiring Indians. Its like south Indians hiring south
indians and gulti hiring gulti.. All the jobs that I ever had were
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because of americans interviewing me. Whenever I had an indian
interviewer, I knew that the changes are really slim. and by the way
I am off Indian descent and a product US Army veteran and I totally
support banning Infosys, TCS, WIPRO and other Indian
consultancies..We still need H1bs but not so many, may be 5000 a
year and even for that comapnies should provide a proof that they
could not find any local or they could not train any local graduate..

Patriotyesterday
salaria.ashi@Xxxxx.com12.51.252.50
Don't worry, nothing will happen to US Economy. We may get a
small glitch, but as soon as companies realise that they cannot
cheat the system anymore, they will start investing in local training.
Thats how it used to be, If a company needs someone, they can
train him / her. But now, with the fake Indian resumes, they dont
want to do that. Just to add, I don't support complete H1B bans,
but strict checks should be in place to make sure that companies
don't discriminate against Americans. There are lot of diploma
factories in Bay area including 'Northwestern Polytechnic' and
others. There was even a report last year that some of the students
in Masters Program in kentucky can't even code. But these students
may still get a job because of fraud Indian Consultancies..

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Like I said in a previous post. The indian workers themselves are not
to blame. US companies and politicians are to blame. Their greed.
And the greed of indian companies like infosys and tata...same
thing. They are gaming the system even to the detriment of some of
their own people.
All we are fighting for is for fairness and an end to the abuse. The
internet is crazy in that people can and do say crazy and racist
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things because they are essentially anonymous. So anyone who
reads that stuff, realize that and don't take it as serious or
representing the majority.
Those of us with sense just want the abuse to be fixed.
more
eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Have you ever heard two wrongs don't make a right? Wrong is
wrong. If you want to argue to fix the wrongs the US has done I
have no problem with that. In particular I am very much against the
US Drone assassinations program...its an international crime but I
guess the US is so powerful nobody challenges it.

I had no part in that. But I am honest about it.
On the other hand you will grab any unrelated thing to try and
back up your argument. The thing you mentioned has nothing to
do with H1B abuse.

CountryMusicLoveryesterday
hifidude@Xxxxx.com198.7.62.204
Right now, America is like a well maintained park but with no entry
fees or the restrictions required to maintain it further. Instead of
aliens who truly deserve to be here (Master's/PhD., extraordinary
abilities), those with fake degrees and fudged qualifications are
stealing those "precious" jobs and having a ball. It's high time we fix
the mess and move on to a merit-based immigration system.
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Sekhar Reddyyesterday
chandrasekhara.reddy@Xxxxx.com192.94.34.34
I am not trying to find anything wrong with this fight for survival. I
have ditched my previous 4 employers because they tried to put
me in US. In spite of resisting 6 attempts to put me in US, they
succeeded in sending me to US 2 times. I was in US back in 2001 for
six months and I somehow felt that this scenario today is inevitable.
That is the reason I was curious if Americans could not have seen
through this all along?
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I never felt a need to work in US to lead a good life. I always
wanted to be close to my parents here in India. I am not sure about
others though. Good number of my friends went to Berkley,
CalTech, MIT, South Carolina, PenState. They are happy there and I
am happy here in India.

I am following this site to understand the arguments of both sides as
I was expecting this conflict all these years.

Abhiyesterday
nathgabhilash@Yyyyy.co.in106.201.189.211
IBM US charges rent for Laptops & other assets used by IBM India
employees to evade tax in India

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
I read somewhere that the true number of H1B is unknown because
they don't track extentions/renewals. It could be a milliion. Its true
like anything else most people on H1B defend it, those impacted
adversely oppose.
My personal beef is the abuse. I am all for bringing immigrants
where there is a shortage. Doctors, farm workers, and even IT. But
the facts show that H1B has been abused to just bring in cheaper
labor. Lower pay, and there is a 5 year grace period for the
employer to not pay payroll taxes.
I have seen some H1B's acknowledge the abuse, and want reform.
They are honest guys with integrity. The others...maybe its greed or
human nature I don't know but its hard to fathom.
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I dont think their will be any reform. I think this whole thing is bigger
moneywise than anybody knows. The only way or chance Trump
even has to do something is because he is crazy. Thats our only
chance. Bet on a crazy guy to stop a crazy system.

subbjoyesterday
subb.jonnala@Xxxxx.com103.75.72.120
There were fake resumes even in late 90's. US needed lot of manual
labor to work on Y2 K problem. There was shortage of resources and
that's when any one with 16 year degree entered US, even without
any experience in IT. Everyone knows it but kept quiet because of
need. People who came then got settled with Green Cards and
Citizenship and now shouting that H1 B is scam. Same with
Mexican's. Most of them are illegal immigrants and people know it
but hire them to do menial work which they are not willing to do
and they are exploited. It is like cat drinking milk with closed eyes,
thinking no one sees it.
Why this sudden wake up call / uproar now? Because Trump used
these "trump cards" to win election.
Yes, it is good to suspend this program for few years..but Trump
wouldn't dare to do it.. Good Luck.

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
You silly goose. Infosys, Tata and other lobbies buy off congress.
They flood the system with apps to win the lotteries. They get guys
with fake degrees so they can qualify. Heck if I was in india i could
get one of those jobs too. Here is another point. You know, I would
be willing to take THE SAME MONEY that the H1B's are making...60 or
70K is better than unemployment. But you know what? The indians
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here..its such a racket...they only hire their own. They don't even
give americans a chance at taking lower pay.

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
H1B outsourcing has impacted a lot of jobs. I think each group
kinda fights for their own. Mine happens to be IT. I have direct
experience with this. Tell me is something is wrong with this picture.
The last place I worked last year, well 20 years ago had a few
indians. Now when you walk in the building its 95% indian, and we
are talking a few hundred people(this is one of the IT
buildings_...AND there were new guys arriving all the time. The
project I worked on (I was the only american) we had 5 H1B's, and
there were 5 to 6 guys working from India. Working crazy hours. And
I know from speaking to some there feel they have no choice. The
project ended, and I am on unemployment again. Yet all the
indian guys are still there or most.

I am born and raised here. They were imported. So can you see
maybe how it seems wrong...

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
The abuse is the thing. The main thing. If the US wants to send work
overseas to be done fine. But finding someone somewhere in the
world that is willing to do your job cheaper, and bringing them here
is not right. May I ask...what is your job. Can it be replaced by an
H1B?

subbjoyesterday
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subb.jonnala@Xxxxx.com103.75.72.120
1. 132,888 Indian students studying in the US in 2014/15 academic
year alone contributed $3.6 billion to the US economy.
2. We work hard and pay taxes unlike Mr.President who files
bankruptcies and evades taxes.
3. We are enriching your lives by working in various fields as doctors,
nurses, farmers, teachers / professors / researches, scientists, artists,
economists, politicians, sportsmen, journalists, etc...etc..

There are many more.

subbjoyesterday
subb.jonnala@Xxxxx.com103.75.72.120
1. 132,888 Indian students studying in the US in 2014/15 academic
year alone contributed $3.6 billion to the US economy.
2. We work hard and pay taxes unlike Mr.President who files
bankruptcies and evades taxes.
3. We are enriching your lives by working in various fields as doctors,
nurses, farmers, teachers / professors / researches, scientists, artists,
economists, politicians, sportsmen, journalists, etc...etc..

There are many more. If you have patience, go through this.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wi...

Ajayyesterday
ajaykpaul@Xxxxx.com103.245.47.20
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US people like to believe that world starts and ends in USA,
however, that is not rather true. If US iphone/car goes, Japanese will
come. If US Software goes, Canada and German SAP will come. If
US hardware is gone, Made in China will come, if US aircraft such as
Boeing goes away, airbus is there.
iphone might be design in US, but the actual manufacturing
happens in China/Tiwan.
Shutting down call centers and offshore development center will
not save companies like GE/GM.
US is rather lucky that it can setup bases outside and export to US,
and the huge profit they are, then can invest back to US. If it were
for Germany SAP, they would invest back to Germany only.

Rajyesterday
kvamna72@Xxxxx.com49.206.116.52
you are fearful of success we indians achieving everywhere, we
indians will rule the world one day

Rajyesterday
kvamna72@Xxxxx.com49.206.116.52
You can only talk, we are the ones who do it... hence we indians
are successful everywhere...we will conquer even US one day... you
see it soon
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Kumar Sundaryesterday
newbeenerd@Yyyyy.com69.110.137.247
When was H1B visa started? In the early 70s I believe to bring in
doctors and nurses due to shortage. In the 90s, Indian origin doctors
in New Jersey were targeted and beaten and one doctor died.
Seems there is a long history of bringing foreign workers. They even
brought Chinese workers to build the railroad system. BTW, what
happened to the native Americans who originally lived here for
centuries?

Kumar Sundaryesterday
newbeenerd@Yyyyy.com69.110.137.247
There are laws here for hiring farm laborers but seems they
somehow hire illegal ones. There was recent news that if illegals are
deported, it will harm the farm industry.

Ariyesterday
k.aruna2006@Yyyyy.com42.104.97.17
No comments . Exceptions exist in all fields , but facts cannot be
wiped out
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Sekhar Reddyyesterday
chandrasekhara.reddy@Xxxxx.com192.94.34.34
Let me put down one of my recent experience here which is not
related to IT industry but very much same scenario.
Here in India, we have some Banana farms. When time has come
for harvesting, we needed good number of work force to cut, load
and move bananas to market. Local work force were available but
were charging high. Migrant work force from neighboring state
were charging half the amount. I opted for cheaper workforce.
There is no law in the country forbidding me to hire people from
neighboring states. Had it been there, I would be forced to use
local workforce and end up paying out more and result in loss. I
can not do farming without profits. I would probably quit farming.
This hurts economy in the long run. This issue remains until the time
an equilibrium is seen in pay outs.
I feel bad for hiring migrant workers and local people see me as an
insensitive person. But, I do not have much choice unless the parity
in pay comes down.
In your case, this is what Trump is probably trying out using new laws
or amending existing laws.

Kumar Sundaryesterday
newbeenerd@Yyyyy.com69.110.137.247
But why hate Indians and kill them? Are the engineers at fault here?
Blame the executives at Disney and other companies for hiring H1B
replacements. They were either greedy or their business went so
bad. You lost manufacturing jobs long ago and everything is
imported from China. Do you hate Chinese? The car industry lost to
Japan. Do you hate Japanese? You brought Africans to work as
slaves. Do you hate Africans? The janitors at these big corporations
are non-english speaking Latinos. Do you hate them too? Trump is
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on the right track to hold these companies accountable and
setting the law and trade policies right.

Senthil Ryesterday
rsenthil2007@Xxxxx.com106.51.31.163
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When american companies and politicians can lobby all around
the world to sell their stuff (including war, miseries exploitations,...),
you find problem in lobbying by indian companies...? What goes
around comes around buddy...

Senthil Ryesterday
rsenthil2007@Xxxxx.com106.51.31.163
While Indians are pretty busy in spreading peace across the world
through Yoga and Meditation, Americans (or, so called Americans)
are spreading gun culture and openly threatening... Heights of
Hypocrisy... Get well soon.

John Pandityesterday
johnpandit@Xxxxx.com75.64.225.117
While watching the YouTube video this nut has posted, I was scared
that this psycho would take out a gun and start shooting innocent
people. There is no difference between the Islamic but jobs and
people like this guy who resent other people because they don't
look like them or belong to a different culture. This idiot says the
mid-west is ravaged. The millions of immigrant workers actually help
with the local economies flourish and boom because of their
purchases. You say that the white people have lost their jobs? How
many white people would know advanced coding these days?
Let's talk about white people. While they are on their 5th divorce
and then marrying a woman who is through her 6th divorce, their
children from different fathers and mothers becoming sluts and
drug addicts, do you think they would have time to study
Engineering or computer science? US has the highest rate of
teenage pregnancies. They get knocked up by 17 and by 19 the
girls are mothers of 2 kids, while the idiot teenage father is forced to
take care of his big family, he will settle down as a contractor
assistant for a plumbing company rather than go to college. If not
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for these immigrants, the innovation and technology would have
died down three decades ago. Indians have values, they invest all
their life savings in the education of their children, unlike the trash
here who kick their children out as soon as they graduate high
school and they have to fend for themselves. Most of them end up
working in movie theaters or restaurants working for tips. Drug usage
is the highest in suburbia america. Cases of OD are common is
seemingly good neighborhoods. While you are all are living in this
decadency, Indians study, work harder and maintain the software
that run your McDonald's and Burger King's that you run off to for
every meal. These trash don't even cook a meal anymore and they
live on fast food. Indian families save money instead by cooking
home, not having wasteful expenditure and then use it to buy a
good car, home and education for their children and then you
resent them for that. If the park this idiot had gone to had an Italian
majority community or a German community, he wouldn't have a
problem because they have white skin. Yes, the US has lot of
neighborhoods which are either Italian, German, Polish etc but they
won't bother about that because they have white skin. Just
because you were born with less pigmented skin does not make
you superior you idiot. America did have great people before and
did have innovation, but resentful old people like you screwed it up.

subbjoyesterday
subb.jonnala@Xxxxx.com103.75.72.120
To all Americans / Indian Americans / Indian Residents in America,
Yes.. whatever discussed here is true. H1 B system is corrupt but it
not just Indian companies to blame. Local Americans also do take
kickbacks and without their support in Initial phases, this could not
have started. H1 B workers are not illegal immigrants.
Already so much of anger is generated against Indians. I feel that in
their posts, where they refer Indians as cheap cheap labor, from
third world countries, stealing their Jobs etc. etc.. It is sad to see
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such derogatory remarks and disdainful attitude against Indians.
Please do not fuel it with your comments also.
If you can, fight and change the policies, instead of venting your
anger on Individuals / community.
Tomorrow a person who commits hate crime (who don't have
bigger perspective), would not pause to check whether you are
good Indian or US Citizen. Color of your skin matters most then.
Hope and pray that day doesn't come.

The Real Americanyesterday
rednecker69x2@Xxxxx.com205.147.6.6
you don't understand, if all manufacturing, IT and anything that can
move, moves out of country, what are you going to do. how will
you make this country great again. Just imagine, entertainment
industry, IT industry, insurance companies, phone companies,
manufacturing industry, pharmaceutical companies all can move if
they can't hire cheaper labors. Where will the middle class work ?
Mcdonald's, disneyland, government agency and military? Isn't that
whats left? Just the service industry but service to who? Rich
politicians, just like in 15th century, poor were serving the rich. So all
the top one percent owns these companies, they are the ones
hiring foreigners and moving companies out of US. These rich will be
rich enough for the poor to serve them. Rich people only wants to
make more money, why do you think bill gates is the richest person
but still half of Microsoft is outside is US and the half that is in US is full
of foreigners. Why trump has so many immigrant working for them
because they are cheap, Do you thing Trump will hire you for $
30/hr to clean trump towers floor. No, They will hire people who will
work for cheap. If Trump has to pay $30/hr to clean the floors, he
will not make money and will shut down Trump tower and open in
places where all the companies mentioned above moved to,
because they will be able to afford to live in Trump tower. So once
all the industries mentioned above moves out of the country, what
will happen to US labor market - the supply of labor will increase
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since there are no work - people will start working for cheap just like
what happened after Bush messed up the Economy in 2008. THIS IS
ECONOMICS. go read how economics works then talk here. Bottom
lines, getting rid of foreigners will make the us companies to move
out of US and you will be stuck of growing your own food and hope
your produce enough in winter to survive.

MIG1720yesterday
optionsmonk@Xxxxx.com67.180.201.183
I agree with you here.
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MIG1720yesterday
optionsmonk@Xxxxx.com67.180.201.183
Dude... Total Indian population in USA is 1.2% and i'm sure Indians
working in IT would be less than 1%. So.. Are you saying this 1% is
taking all IT jobs and killing the middle class? It doesn't make any
sense. US companies are benefiting by selling products in China,
India and all other countries. This is called Globalization. Deal with it.
Be competitive and you will be just fine.

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
I don't need to buy anything..I think getting our country back in
good shape is a bit more important...you don't realize..we are losing
the middle class...this is not about what you can buy cheaper and
cheaper...good for now but bad for the
future.....eventually...without good jobs.....this will become one big
shit-hole. Its not sustainable to just buy and buy and not make
anything, or try to compete wages wise with third-world countries.
Have you looked at our debt lately? The health-care fiasco? How
the heck did a loon like Trump win...jobs.
But I guess you will still have your new phone..so you will be good.
No issue detected

The Real Americanyesterday
rednecker69x2@Xxxxx.com205.147.6.6
*their. So you'll stop buying everything and go back to flinstone
days? Will you stop buying iPhones? Will you stop buying Trump
brands clothes that are made outside? Will you stop using
Facebook, Microsoft products, Google products, Twitter because if
these companies can't hire cheap labours, they'll move, and if you
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don't want them to sell their product here then you have can't or
use these products. Remember we are just 3-4 percents of worlds
population. You don't run these companies, they have bigger
shares outside the US. You can't control them and say they can't sell
their stuffs here, ask your president can he start making his brand
clothes in US and sell it to you. You guys have ZERO knowledge in
economics. Only like repeating what other wants you to believe.
There was post up there that the west has lot of immigrant workers correct, California have lot of immigrant workers, doesn't they also
has the sixth largest economy on planet Earth.

Goofyyesterday
tohan.takur@Xxxxx.com67.84.41.100
I completely agree with you on this point. In fact Tata, Infosys have
their offices all over the world e.g. UK, Germany etc and there they
hire UK citizens first and then if needed they send employees from
India on work visa (if needed) that too for a very short duration (1112 months). The problem here is H1B people coming directly from
other countries majorly India. Those coming directly know nothing
about the culture in US, for them even low pay is perfectly fine as
they have not invested a single penny on America. On the other
hand I would support H1B visas given to international students who
come to US for studies eventually end up learning pretty much
about the culture, lifestyle and etiquette. They invest their time and
huge amount of money in the US and hence they deserve at least
a chance to gain some experience working in the international
environment. US should strictly ban Indian IT companies from
sending H1B holders directly from India and should first hire
Americans and then the international students. I am an Indian
student by the way.

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
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Estimates are due to extending/renewing and overstaying there are
more than 1 million H1B's in the U.S. now. And believe it or not, when
an an H1B is extended or renewed...it is NOT tracked at all.

Its all bribery, smoke and mirrors to screw the working class
over..Samo samo.

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
I have always said...if a company wants to move..let them. They just
can't sell there stuff here like they do now.

Shilpa Bondaleyesterday
sbondale@Xxxxx.com208.185.253.226
I would agree with you. 70% of H1B are granted to India - someone
lobbied for that; and got it done. It does not serve anyone to target
Indian/Chinese community.
But here's another truth: when i came in to this country 17 years
back - I was among two/three Indians that were hired by Sony on
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H1B. All of us were aware of the fact that this "opportunity" is
coveted. We learnt, tried to blend in, and took nothing for granted.
Today, - I am surrounded by Indians/Russians, about 70% of them.
Out of them, 90% on H1B. I am cross training all these people; and I
am angry.
Prejudice does not get built overnight, the reason there's so much
anger over Indian workforce is that in recent years Indians have
hired Indians, they brought in Indian offshore workforce, they
remain Indians. Such people cannot, and never will become
Americans.
Immigration to this country is valuable. For past few years, its getting
abused.

The Real Americanyesterday
rednecker69x2@Xxxxx.com205.147.6.6
do you complain when apple makes it phone in china for few
dollars, do you complain when Trump and his family have their
brand clothes made by people earning $1 a day, we can go on
and on this. Do you know why companies like to hire foreigners because they are smart and educated. When they were in school,
they studied not like us American who only cared about party and
fucka nd when we get out of college, we don't know anything. You
want to know why else they are hired, because they work hard,
they don't complain, they don't take fake sick leaves, they work 2
peoples jobs, what we do, is complain, workers comp, right to sick
leave, harassment charges, right to break, drink and fuk al night
and are tired when we are back to work next morning. Not
foreigners, after hard days work, they go home rest and be back
next morning fresh to slave again. Have you not noticed, how much
law suites we file year year and how much they file. You get the
point. why companies like to hire them. They don't force themselves
to get hired, corporate hires them because they are hard working
people.
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The Real Americanyesterday
rednecker69x2@Xxxxx.com205.147.6.6
exactly. dumb people are not thinking. They rather lose all of the
jobs by having the company move to other countries rather than
having foreigner filling in some jobs but majority of positions are still
for Americans. From CEO, CFO, HR, Managers, are all Americans
but if the whole company moves to India, you don't have that job
too. This site was created by some IT loser who was not smart
enough to get hired in the IT industry. Why not complain about
other industries that are gone to China. Ask Trump why his brand
clothes are made in the foreign countries.

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
This is a ridiculous comparison. iPads don't have feelings or kids to
pay for. I don't think anyone has any intention of picking on indians.
We know that American corporations and politicians did this.
BUT...indian companies DID create lobbies to bribe and pay off
congressman, and DID come up with schemes to abuse the heck
out of the system. Whereas the white ipad did none of that. Indians
did not start the fire, but they added fuel for sure. I would submit to
you that if the big indian companies did not abuse the system so
much, they would not possibly be targets now. They may have
killed to goose that layed their golden egg. Hope so.

The Real Americanyesterday
rednecker69x2@Xxxxx.com205.147.6.6
exactly. plus the politicians are still doing this all of us are fools not
understanding what is happening.
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The Real Americanyesterday
rednecker69x2@Xxxxx.com205.147.6.6
so you rather have all the companies move to other countries and
lose 100 % jobs than some jobs. Do the math.

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Here is what American citizens don't get..I think I can in general
speak to the point. The H1B's come here, there is ton's of evidence
that there is abuse. Yet H1B people try to tell Americans that we
deserve to lose or jobs, or we failed in some way, or we are
wrong..yada yada...what gives you the right...you are from another
country. We have no responsibility at all take care of you or provide
you a job....you claim racism..or hate...what a bunch of crap. If
Martians came to earth..and starting taking jobs from indians in
India...working for 1/3 or more less money..would you be speaking
the same tune? This is not said in a hateful way...and I have indian
friends..but you know..we are tired of hearing it..if you don't like
things then You know you can always just go back to your own
country and do whatever the heck you want to do. You are unable
to see the truth. But where can WE go?
My Dad fought in WWII ...maybe so his son could have a better
life...him and I have been paying taxes all of our lives....what the
heck did you ever do for America...other than work cheaper and
write a few programs?

eaglerockdudeyesterday
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
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u don't know what ur talking about...you have no understanding till
YOUR job has been outsourced...its a WIN for the H1B..and a WIN for
the rich corporations...not the working american...not sure why I am
even replying...you won't believe it anyway.
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visakyesterday
visak@yopmail.com202.91.135.81
Hi Samuel - This issue is mainly due to decisions taken by corporate
executives. They want to cut down operational costs, so that they
can show good quarterly profits to shareholders and gain good
bonuses and competitive in the market. I don't want to name the
company that I work for, but if there are positions that are opening
up, they are getting filled in India and not in the USA. They opened
up and expanding new offices in India and hiring employees to
work in the US timezone there. Sad thing is we used to have local
managers in USA, now we are reporting to managers in India while
we are working in the USA. Here in the USA our offices are getting
closed due to layoffs and no expansion or hiring. So even if H1, L1
visa's are reduced there is no guarantee that those jobs will remain
in the USA. Due to internet and easy communication channels
(phones, Skype etc), it doesn't matter where the employee is
physically located to get the work done. Our company initially
moved jobs to China, but due to communication issues now got
moved to India. They started with one office and now expanded to
multiple locations in India. Same is true for many companies if you
look at their office locations, you will definitely find India as one of
the country where they have at least one office. Until executive
management becomes loyal to the country they live in and help
people in their own country, this issue will not get resolved and
become more worse. Soon IT will no longer be a highly paid sector
anymore. Just think why these jobs are not going to Europe,
Australia, NZ or Canada. It is because they are expensive. If India
becomes expensive then these jobs will go to cheaper countries
like Vietnam etc.

Steve Jyesterday
sj32965@Xxxxx.com68.205.107.69
Well said. A truly merit based H-1B system, like it used to be in the
late 80s and early 90s, would benefit US without doubt. Some of the
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factors hurting US most. 1) Open ended H-1B program. No one ever
put an end date on it. 2) Increased quota 3) Poor quality of new H1B workers, majority with fake degrees/qualifications and
experience (most actually learn their trade while working in US, I
can vouch for this from experience) 4) US allowing increasing
number of foreign students into hi-tech fields. I think US must ensure
80-20 (US - Foreign) ratio for these fields of study.
These discussions can go on endlessly with arguments from both
sides of the alley. I would like a 5 year suspension of this program
and try to re-balance the true needs of external help based on a
fact finding mission at that time.

Anita Syesterday
anitas4415@Xxxxx.com74.124.47.10
Poor choice of words! Do you want me to write down a list of
college drop outs who went on to become successful in life? If
someone had a back paper, it doesn't mean that he/she is not
intelligent or a total failure.

Bharat2 days ago
thomas_venu@Yyyyy.in47.9.129.10
Trump and American should thrown you out from America, as like
you Indian who living in US from more time are more jealous to new
Indian who recently come US for work, most non supportive to your
own Indian fellow only. Trump should consider to cancel Green
card holders also who got in last 10-15 years, older Desis not
interested that new Indian come there !!

Eville Cville2 days ago
evilleofcville@live.com70.169.143.9
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American guy, let me try to splain something with a sprinkle of race
on the matter at hand. Imagine you went to Best Buy to get a new
Ipad and saw that there are two models left. One is white and the
other brown. Specs are the same and the only difference is color.
The brown one is 200 cheaper. You go home with the brown one.
Now change scales and put any corporation in your shoes. They
did the same thing. I am sorry you got left behind, but someone
made some money by not buying/using you. Now should the white
Ipad start stalking the brown ipads, taking pics, talking shit and
making its life miserable? Heck no. Go after the corporations who
did this to you in the first place. They are the ones to blame. Leave
the Indians alone. Capiche?

Zkr2 days ago
zkryug@Wwwwwww.com199.71.217.77
I agree of what you are saying, but don't forget what is all this
about. Its not just like if you get hired you made it and let it go. This is
about people from this country is losing chances because other
people is cheating and abusing the system. Where is the
professionalism on this? H1B means only high skilled people can get
a job here but from your point of view if you get hired even though
you don't have a bachelor degree or went to school is OK?? so you
are good if a fake Dr. does a surgery on someone knowing that the
Dr. never went to school?
Do you think is this correct?
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thomas_venu@Yyyyy.in47.9.129.10
Trump and American should thrown like you Indian out from
America, as like you Indian who living in US from more time are
more jealous to new Indian who recently come US for work, most
non supportive to your own Indian fellow only. Trump should
consider to cancel Green card holders also who got in last 10 years,
older Desis not interested that new Indian come US !

Sekhar Reddy2 days ago
chandrasekhara.reddy@Xxxxx.com103.41.96.242
I agree most the migrants work cheaper. But that is how it is all over
world. Migrants work harder for lesser pay.
But some of my friends attended MIT, South Carolina, Berkley,
CalTech. They are paid much higher than Americans there! Do you
think they are also stealing the jobs?

Sekhar Reddy2 days ago
chandrasekhara.reddy@Xxxxx.com103.41.96.242
I am interested in understanding why this focus only on IT jobs?
Don't you think most of the manufacturing is already moved out of
US except for niche category of drugs and arms/weapons? Is this is
not eventually bound to happen? Back here in India, number of IT
companies are growing wary about automation which makes lots
of jobs redundant. To me, it looks like in the same path as
manufacturing sector. Will there be any reversal of trend until a new
technological break comes and very new/strange kind of skill sets
are required in future.
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Anita S2 days ago
anitas4415@Xxxxx.com74.124.47.10
Only those low self-esteem snobs put words like 'Macho', 'hero' etc.
in their user names. Now that we know about your character, your
words paint a wonderful picture about your common sense as well.
By the way, why in this world did you spoil the chance of an
American by studying MBA in USA? Come on Mr.Perfect...

Sekhar Reddy2 days ago
chandrasekhara.reddy@Xxxxx.com103.41.96.242
This is not exactly fault of Americans. Is it? India needs FDIs and also
politicians just do what Tri/Billionaires want them do. This justification
is not really justified!!
Other issue is people themselves. How many so called IT Engineers
working in India want to buy trousers of an Indian brand? People
over here are still brand conscious and would really like to boast
about owning Lee/Levis/Pepes rather than Killer/Flying Machine
and so on. Not many are even aware that it is the same
manufacturer for most of these Jeans in India with different labels. It
is all economics of emotions and not reasoning. Having said that,
rise of a Civilization/Nation and its eventual demise is inevitable and
we are now in that transition period. It can only be slowed down
but cannot be stopped. They have every right to try stopping it.
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Anita S2 days ago
anitas4415@Xxxxx.com74.124.47.10
I usually don't like to pin point grammar mistakes in common forums.
But you are a special case.
Look at the idiot complaining about South Indians' lack of English
proficiency -- "with there typical south Indian accent making
everyone confuse"
Get out of this low life attitude and stop discriminating humans.. be
it White, Black or your own country folks.

Sekhar Reddy2 days ago
chandrasekhara.reddy@Xxxxx.com103.41.96.242
It is pathetic to see some people defending the fake degrees to
get job. A person holding fake degree has no ethics and is not
trusted even in home country.
It is ironic to see people snatching others jobs and then blaming
them for it. Most of the migrants could not even get a simple job
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here in India. It was lot easier for them to fake through their way to
US. This was bound to happen as long as US laws allows it.
Lawmakers in US (like everywhere in world) are just Yes Men/Women
of the business tycoons. Most of the countries have very rigid laws
for employing foreign workers including India. It is for you guys to
stand up more strongly and fight it out.

Chanakya2 days ago
feku.56inch@Xxxxx.com37.210.47.34
Its a matter of time that under the leadership of Narendra Modi that
India will become superpower. Then the yankees will come to India
to work.

Guest2 days ago
a@b.com12.10.219.225
Funny... this page still exist. Eager to see, if Natives have such hate
page against Americans.
Poor Native Indians! They were killed, kicked out, raped, murdered,
lost lives and got ruined.
And here comes... a perfect american hate page now. Makes me
giggle.

Samuel Kirk2 days ago
samkirk7@mail.com170.146.221.74
Dream on...You and your people are weak. Cheep labor and it will
dry up soon. Go back to washing your cows in your drinking water...

tech8922 days ago
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bnf8207@Xxxxx.com207.151.120.4
Ban all H, L, F and B visas at least for 6 months and see how it helps
the US manpower.

Samuel Kirk2 days ago
samkirk7@mail.com170.146.221.74
because you guys work for about 30% the rate of the average
American....

tech8922 days ago
bnf8207@Xxxxx.com207.151.120.4
H, L, F and B visas are commonly misused visas by international
manpower to invade the US. I am Indian worker on H1b and I still
agree with the concern expressed by most Americans. Foreign
workers are indeed ruining the careers of local workers.

Steve J2 days ago
sj32965@Xxxxx.com68.205.107.69
No argument, agreed 100%. What's outrageous to me is that these
companies have first outsourced millions of jobs and on top of that
they also lobbied successfully to have the H-1B quota increased by
more than 100% since early 2000 to bring in 100s of thousands of
unqualified people on H-1B visa. I am well versed with their fraud,
both with outsourcing and H-1B visas. These companies have their
implants in US corporations spread far and wide that most people
can't even fathom. Together, they continue this schema at a huge
cost to US workforce. No question about it.
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Malli Reddy2 days ago
trmalli@Xxxxx.com103.195.92.252
Don't delete.
Americans it is time you know this side of the story.
Here in India there are 1000's of American products getting sold like
PEPSI, COKE, KINLEY, MCDONALDS, BURGER KING, KFC, SUBWAY, TJ
Friday's, chilies, POLO, RALPH LAUREN, GUCCI, WALMART, REVLON,
NIVEA, SW PRODUCTS, Technology companies, etc etc. 1000's of
USA companies in India are operating and profits are repatriated to
America!!!!!!!! Even AMERICAN Agriculture produce is being are sold
in India. We are eating California grapes, dates, pistachios............
Then Who is helping who, who is stealing whom???? Where is all this
money going from India? Is it not obvious that jobs are getting
created in America and wealth is getting to American capitalists.
The amount of low paying jobs that are given to Indians is lot less
than the displacement and dependency these AMERICAN
companies are causing to India and Indians.
Is it not mind boggling to see so many American companies doing
business and walking away with HUGE profits!!!!!!!!Don't forget, we
Indians in India are helping American companies which are
creating jobs in America. This is a FREE TRADE World, STUPID.
Now TRUMP is targeting Indians for stealing jobs!!!!!! Is it not created
by America in the name of FREE (FCUKIN) TRADE to steal Indian jobs
in India and jobs and wealth across the world ??? If TRUMP don't
want Indians then he shall also know we don't want American
companies in India. This is a problem created by America in the 90's
in the name of FREE trade and immigration policy that has caused
havoc in people's lives across the world. Not only for Americans but
also for Indians and across the world.
If People are suffering then ask your leaders and business people to
change the Free trade agmts., and immigration policy. Not the
cosmetic changes for TRUMPS popularity. Ask him to get out of all
FREE TRADE agmts., immediately and will see how much guts he
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has. Then will see where the wealth will come to America. Stop all
this non sense.
If your leaders and business people doesn't listen to AMERICAN
common man's suffering then STOP THIS CHEAP PRACTICES OF
TARGETING INDIANS. You are not going to get anything out of this.
American capitalism or any capitalism doesn't care at all of
anybody but PROFITS. Targeting Indians or Mexicans or any
immigrant and harming them out of ignorance leaves the common
man of USA suffer more as system will not EXCUSE him from
punishment. This being the case and reality then Why Punish
yourself. Hail capitalism and Trump.
After committing crime, is TRUMP going to SAVE anyone from
punishment? Then dream on. My fellow Americans Don't inflict pain
and suffering upon yourself. Workers of the world UNITE, if you can or
alt least not become pawns in the hands of the demagogues.
Good luck to Americans.

Mleccha2 days ago
qitv@o.idigo.org24.91.72.104
If Indians are low caste, as you mention in your Ohio stalking doc,
then what does that make you Steve? It makes you an Aryan,
doesn't it. So why don't you quit the charade and accept that you
are a white supremacist?

KUNDAN2 days ago
kundan7kundan@Xxxxx.com103.27.8.42
Some Americans are very under-educated and narrow
minded...We Indians don't "STEAL"" your jobs...we earn them...your
companies come to our country to recruit us...
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cet49022 days ago
gjk892@Xxxxx.com207.151.120.4
I am indian on H1b and I totally agree with the concern that B1/B2,
H1 and L1 visa has to be totally abolished in the interest of US
workers. I am not sure why Trump passed an executive order on
suspending visas for 6 countries. In the interest of the US economy,
the the visa suspension has to be more extensive, involving most
nationalities.
In addition, the F1 student and OPT admits low quality manpower in
the US and then it proves to be a hack to permanent residency.
Trump administration must close this loophole with immediate
effect.

SAITJ2 days ago
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
If the Indian Big Five would Hire Americans, that would be a
positive.
The outsourced IT workers who have to train their replacements with
foreign guest H-1B workers are seeking relief on the blatant
discrimination of India-based IT services firms examples being
Infosys and Tata Consultancy Services. They have ignored or
shoved aside American IT workers for years, whether through lay
offs or by employment discrimination. This is not the America in
which a wide distribution of workers is employed in companies
according to race and gender. The big corporations that utilize
Infosys and Tata are engaged in mass discrimination by default by
contracting with these H-1B based companies. These companies
are 95% Indian, and finally fed up IT workers who have already
trained their H-1B IT replacements and are on the street
unemployed and have gone to court.
I reference Infosys as an example. A Computerworld article spells
its out in a statistical fashion.
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http://www.computerworld.co...

justathought52 days ago
seshr@Wwwwwww.com107.3.142.163
Support this petition to the Whitehouse to boost and grow
American jobs.
https://petitions.whitehous...
Here's some more information about this petition:

Boost U.S jobs. Make it mandatory for companies hiring H1B and L1
visa hires to hire same time learning interns.
Millions of foreign workers are imported into the U.S under the H1B
and L1 visa
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categories. The purpose being to provide expertise not present in
the
U.S.
It is proposed that the U.S Government should make
it mandatory for companies hiring employees under the above visa
categories to also hire an equal number of learning interns. Each
intern
to learn and get on the job training from the foreign worker.
The benefits to the country and to companies is huge:
- Allow young people to get trained on the job and learn critically
required job skills
- Allow older workers displaced due to obsolescence to get retrained on new and missing skills
- Provide companies with a pool of skilled potential recruits for the
future, saving costs
- Boost employment, build local skills, boost engineering

Steve J2 days ago
sj32965@Xxxxx.com68.205.107.69
Though an H-1B visa holder myself a long while ago, I have to agree
with many of the facts published here regarding the negative
impact created by H1-Bs, not counting the indirect impact caused
by dependent visas for immediate and extended families (probably
more than the H-1Bs alone). Having said that, not everything is bad,
it never is. There is no question in my mind that the big IT outsourcing
firms in India have certainly lowered the merit bar for securing a H1B through fraud and collusion with their US counterparts. I agree
100% that this program needs major reforms, much more than what
the new administration proposed (due to political pressures, any
more guesses?).
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42p0ner2 days ago
raj.gots.it@Xxxxx.com140.177.205.223
Yeah, socialize with Americans! Go to a bar in Kansas and have a
drink with your friends!

Farah K2 days ago
farah.plantilla@Xxxxx.com43.228.230.50
thats mean you don't guts in your self, If you have just show your
entire life experience there thousands of companies are able pay
descent salary.
This comment has been deleted by the user and can't be
changed.
SAITJ
No issue detected

Check_Mate2 days ago
partagas.habaneros@Xxxxx.com59.94.28.159
I am certain that I am being trolled by Muslims like you using the
outdated approach of using a non-Muslim "sounding" name. But I
will do everything to expose the reality of Islam. Reasonable hate is
rationality. No sane person can say that they "love poison". If
someone says that "I hate poison", you immediately pick the word
"hate" and omit the word "poison". Outdated CNN-ism!!!

Check_Mate2 days ago
partagas.habaneros@Xxxxx.com59.94.28.159
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So, Muslims terrorists killing innocent civilians is "little" prejudice; but
Indians benefiting from the American globalization is a bigger or
equal prejudice? I think this is the CNN agenda you are parroting
and you seem like either a Muslim or a severely disgruntled US IT
worker. Still, giving myself one and only one chance considering
you are an American.

H1-B vs radical Islam - is this really your scale of comparison?
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American globalization has plundered many Indian farmers.
American colas have depleted our ground water resources.
American backing of WTO has replaced our products (and the
entire world's including US) with cheap Chinese goods. American
colleges have run roadshows to get Indian students to go to study
in the US and pay hefty fees. Surely, this "globalism" is not an one
way street. So, injustice and unfairness has been on both sides.
Issue by issue things may look unfair. But the overall picture is not .
American corporations (read Wall Street and silicon valley) has
made huge wealth in the last decade. Your previous governments
attributes that to "globalization". Perhaps your government should
have spent the wealth back on disgruntled people like you. But it
was your government, who chose to bail out wall-street banks
instead of helping the "American victims of globalization"
And to equate this with the most clear and dangerous (perhaps
more urgent than climate change) issue of Islamic terrorism is simply
speaking on behalf of terrorists. We are hopeful that President
Trump realizes this most urgently as I think he has the vision to
understand it.
So, stop your trivial CNN propaganda to dilute and divert from a
serious global threat and learn to compromise.
ALL I AM SAYING IS THAT INDIA AND US HAVE A MORE URGENT NEED
TO CO-OPERATE ON TERRORISM RATHER THAN SPEND ENERGY ON
BICKERING OVER ISSUES THAT ARE TRIVIAL COMPARED TO THE
THREAT OF ISLAMIC TERRORISM

Terrorism is not a conventional war. All Muslims are a part of it as
soldiers. They infiltrate as neighbors and attack. So, all hi-tech
weapons mean nothing without real information gathering. Muslims
are deceitful and evil and are running a war for 1400 years. Please
read Koran especially chapters 5, 45 and 83. I request you give
yourself just half a day to read and understand Islamic history and
fairly assess. If you still think your priority is to fight with Indian Hindus
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or and erect a wall of prejudice of a potential allies, then "God Bless
America" and I'd rather spend time convincing a furniture.

Hema2 days ago
lathanh313@Xxxxx.com98.169.50.87
Yes that is true
Vathada Brundavani2 days ago
brundavani@Xxxxx.com183.82.184.111
love your country and be in your own country and build up your
own country, foreign money creates economic imbalance, try
seeing world as countries with millions of people in each country,
not as individuals to improvise personal bank accounts

Koi Nahin2 days ago
neo.anonymous69@Xxxxx.com49.205.82.142
Raj, you are supremacist. You are the worst version of an Indian
which taint all civilised Indians in US.

David2 days ago
jhereg10@Yyyyy.com73.136.112.235
To summarize, you only want a LITTLE prejudice, against Muslims.
You don't want prejudice against anyone else.
If you can't see the irony there, then I'm sorry.

kss892 days ago
kss1989k@Xxxxx.com12.125.250.122
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Report this organization as a hate group here :
https://www.splcenter.org/r...
Steve Pushor is also a registered member of the Green Party. Report
him here : http://www.gp.org/contact

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
May be you are right.. but after hiring they are doing work.. thast is
most important.. how you get hired is secondary .. hired peopel
have to work .. if not they get fired.. tell me how a fake guy is
performing and why he is not fired.. now you say someone is
working for him.. I am fine with that as well.. he is then a good
manager he is making othes work for him..

Jack Fróst2 days ago
adilhamidap@Xxxxx.com169.149.1.19
With due respect to all. I don't think Americans are losing their jobs
because of Indians. It's because they are losing their minds, and to
fulfill the dreams of the rest of worlds Indians are stepping in.
Americans should thank the Indians.

Sourabh2 days ago
sikand3@Yyyyy.com194.63.116.72
Just as a food for thought...Indian has a policy of FDI (foreign direct
investment) under which American, Chines, etc. can come to India
and invest directly in business which is open to FDI. In last 2 years lot
of American companies (i.e. Walmart, etc.) invested hugely in
retail, which directly impacted millions of small time retailers and
their families in India. Probably much larger than America
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population altogether. Indian people not only lost their jobs in small
sector in-fact they have lost their livelihood. No one is making any
noise for those poor Indian families whose annual income is much
less than $2k???
Are Americans responsible for this or Chinese......the answer is NONE.
It is those Indians who are making these kind of policies and milking
millions out of these are responsible.

Abhi2 days ago
nathgabhilash@Yyyyy.co.in106.201.166.140
80/ 20 rule applies here only 2 indians does work for every 10 indian
or 10 americans replaced. Only 2 Indians in this instance paid
market salary & remaining are paid peanuts or on B1 visa.
Even american company in the likes of IBM sends consultants from
India on B1 visa paying just $40 a day. US should hike business visa
fee for less than 10 years of professional experience.

Zkr2 days ago
zkryug@Wwwwwww.com199.71.217.77
Most of them are not knowledgeable, I remember I asked one girl
who has the same position as I do and have similar salary rate.
Could you please share a folder in your computer so I give you
these files. and she replied? how do I do that? same thing they
didn't know simple thing as setting up a proxy or even what ping
cmd does... again I want to point it out not all of you are bad the
thing is that there are many who they have zero knowledge.

Zkr2 days ago
zkryug@Wwwwwww.com199.71.217.77
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I've seen it, Indians get help from other Indians, you are never
alone. thats how
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Zkr2 days ago
zkryug@Wwwwwww.com199.71.217.77
Most of Indians are fake, how they get hired? they got help faking
resume, how to answer interviews. In my experience they have like
a little mafia in the company which the managers are Indians, and
guess what?? they only hire Indians... and the worst they bring
relatives to the company. this is unfair. btw im not against Indians is
just how of some of you abuse the system...

Sourabh2 days ago
sikand3@Yyyyy.com194.63.116.72
It is not Indian who is taking jobs. Try to understand this - Companies
like IBM, Disney, etc. will fire 100s of employees saying we are not
making profits however in same year their CxOs will earn millions in
incentives. If they really have this much of money they need not to
fire anyone from the local market. it is the greed of some lobbyists,
which are sitting in top level, make people below suffer. SAITJ
objective is good however the direction which they have selected
to recover American jobs is wrong. Ask politicians and big magnets
how much they are making big money, when people working in
their companies are loosing jobs??
I am an Indian and I would like to come to any country where I can
find better job pay and security for my family. What is wrong in
that?? Many Americans also go to India and other parts of the
world with same objectives.

subbjo2 days ago
subb.jonnala@Xxxxx.com103.75.72.120
I can agree with some things like "make American friends, learn
their culture, their social behavior, learn their history, speak their
language",
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But why should I change my culture...I don't understand these "stop
bringing your whole family of dependents into America, make
American girlfriends/boyfriends," etc.. Why can't we do what we
like and still respect and care each other and be friends. Does
immigrating to other country means totally changing ourselves like
them ? clone them. It is artificial. We need to have unity in diversity.
Beauty is in accepting each other as they are and still respecting
each other.

Grow up !!

Echoski2 days ago
prjb@Xxxxx.com183.82.252.225
A majority of the applicants come from two states from South India
(Andhra Pradesh and Telengana), who apply for student visas to
complete their Master's and once they complete their course which
is usually from some unknown institution, they utilize the OPT time to
apply for jobs at some shady consultancies which are willing to
accept their fake experience and offer them a job and a H1B visa
for one-third the salary.
There are loopholes in the student visa and OPT to H1B visa program
which has paved the way for a huge influx of applicants from India.
Ironically, most of the students who go to the US, would not even be
able to land a similar job in India since they can't speak English.
They complete their education from non-English speaking
institutions and they come to the cities to learn spoken English and
prepare for TOEFL .
A good way to tackle this issue would be to fix the loopholes in OPT
program and monitor those Education Institutions, Consultancies
and Individuals/Students who are involved in this racket.
My message is in no way discrediting the competence of genuine
applicants as Indians are among the smartest in the world.
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Latha M SUnkara2 days ago
madhavisl@Wwwwwww.com47.187.219.187
Whoever started using bad words and complaining about each
other need to stop right away if you an educated and civilized
person. Leave your tantrums inside your doors. Don't spread the
hate and criticism that leads only negativity. Better is this should be
an information and/or discussion forum.

King2 days ago
kingkongmale@Yyyyy.com170.28.136.42
I am Agree with you lit bit... most of these LOONGIS (SOUTH
INDIANS) mess the environment with their psycho orthodox
mentality. they dont even know how to speak english... with there
typical south Indian accent making everyone confuse. moral less
people decreasing the dignity of india and showing pathetic
mentality every where.........

subbjo2 days ago
subb.jonnala@Xxxxx.com103.75.72.120
America is a capitalistic democratic economy. People voted for all
these policies without knowing its consequences and blaming
Indians now is not fair.
SAITJ and other Indians.. it is your right to tell the TRUTH, but don't
propagate racism and hate culture against Individuals. Fight for the
cause but do not spread hatred.
I am a US Citizen and suffered like you all. Even though i am more
qualified and experienced, I was replaced by a H1 B worker and
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given pink slip suddenly with out any notice and my boss is NOT an
Indian NOR it is an Indian consulting / services IT company.
Having Prejudice against any race, color and culture is not good. I
urge people to moderate their language. The simple truth is "I am
peaceful and happy if all my neighbors are peaceful and happy".
We cannot be isolated and be in a glass house permanently.

subbjo2 days ago
subb.jonnala@Xxxxx.com103.75.72.120
Yes. I agree. These big MNC's killed many home grown industries in
India. They couldn't survive and now these MNC's captured the
whole economy. Working class is same everywhere. They struggle
to adapt and survive. America is a capitalistic democratic
economy. People voted for all these policies without knowing its
consequences and blaming Indians now doesn't help. SAITJ..it is
your right to tell the TRUTH, but don't propagate racism and hate
culture against Individuals. FIght for the cause not spreading
hatred.

Arvind2 days ago
aravind108@Xxxxx.com103.205.152.154
I saw this coming as an Indian. No, I am not and never was a H1B
worker in the USA! I hold a executive position in a MNC in India and
I do visit the US intermittently....What I felt was that the increasing
number of immigrants mainly from China and India mainly through
the H1B visa route would create a social tension one day or other. I
saw the Columbus, Ohio video..but don't agree with the narrative
though. I had myself got flummoxed when I saw an entire
neighborhood of Indians near Detroit! Yes..some tension due to
changing social fabric is expected!
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Good attempt with noble intentions by SAITJ...But the discourse or
the narrative if you will, seems to be rather lacking in moderation
and in fact promoting outright racism and hatred especially in
certain posts where culture, competence, caste, colour of Indians
are openly ridiculed...You should rather change your narrative
now...Please ask these questions and find answers...SAITJ will see
some light at the end of the tunnel!
1. Is the STEM talent pool comprising of pure "American" really
enough to sustain America as a super power?
- Here we should discuss only with quantitative data. Period.
2. Who lobbied for higher intake of H1B visas? Were they only Indian
IT companies?
3. Why has the successive US governments not promoted native
population growth and incentivized STEM education for its citizens?
4. Who took pride in calling USA "Melting Pot of Cultures" and "Land
of Immigrants"? and so on?!
5. Why have there been no tax incentives to the American firms to
hire there?
6. Do you not accept that the stakeholders including lawmakers,
policies and companies of the US are at fault to proliferate this H1B
phenomenon?
7. Do you believe that America has benefited from the
considerable tourist inflow, increased tax payments and economic
activity of the immigrants?
H1B was a mechanism which was perhaps exploited for all its
loopholes by all the parties involved. Hence a balanced approach
by SAITJ would help its cause rather than promoting mudslinging on
immigrants....All the best!

Extraterrestrial11132 days ago
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arun4_12@Yyyyy.com157.49.6.226
"not saying anything....not interfering with american lives" ???....that
is exactly the problem. Start interfering with American lives, start
socializing with Americans, rather than Indians. Then you will not feel
this hatred or racism. If you ask me honestly, its not the H1B visa nor
the IT jobs nor cheap labour that is bothering Americans, its that
most Indians remain isolated and fail to socialize with Americans.
That is the problem. I don't see anything else, atleast not from my
eyes.

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
They have to improve their skills...or reduce their price.. they lost job
becasue they are NOT competent enough in market.. period..

Raj2 days ago
kvamna72@Xxxxx.com49.207.185.109
No matter Indians are there to stay in US and you cannot do
anything, I dare that you do ? you cannot do anything because
you are helpless and we indians are going to rule the US and world
soon...! The Indians in US are the best of the best and they will soon
prove it by taking over US...
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Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
With so much fakes from India.. why America is hiring.. ask that
question boss.. it simply implies.. fake indians are doing better job
than highly qualified higly expensive americans.. so by this we can
asses teh intelligence of american workers and why they are being
fired/..

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
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If Indians are fake , no experience and not employable as per Azim
premji, and you.. then ask why did American companies hiring
them.. why are they replacing expensive Americans with non
working cheap Indians.. it means we indians with fake degree do
better job for the pay we get and we are helping build great
companie sliek facebook, google, MS and so on.. and americans
even though expensive they do less work than cheap indias.. thats
is busienss .. what is worng in it.. I think you shoudl start teaching
americns how to work better.. teh problem will be solved..

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
So you say English looted us and its WRONG.. and on other hadn
you are suggesting to do the same.. first decide looting is good or
bad .. and then provide your foolish suggestions..

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
Yes we Indians are more rascist.. we are disriminative even below
ace.. we discriminate by family, caste, creed, region, state.. and
what not.. we are experts in it

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
Everyone lives life as per ones own preferences and priorities.. your
priority was to study and enjoy..so you did .. its worked for you .. its
good.. we are happy for you.. . but others have different priorities..
liek some one wants to save money someone wants to build a
company someone wants to just be dependent and live a sick life..
its their choice..who are we to target them.. when they did not say
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anything to you..when tehy are not interfering with american lives..
they should also respect Indian life style..

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
See in American eyes what ever americans do is good what other
countries do is bad.. thast is how americans are brought up.. they
lack some basic skills of knowing what is good what is bad who is
good who is bad.. they will grow up.. we need o wait for it,, then we
can vacate amercai.. till then we have to support them..

Malli Reddy2 days ago
trmalli@Xxxxx.com103.195.93.40
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Americans it is time you know this side of the story.
Here in India there are 1000's of American products getting sold like
PEPSI, COKE, KINLEY, MCDONALDS, BURGER KING, KFC, SUBWAY, TJ
Friday's, chilies, POLO, RALPH LAUREN, GUCCI, WALMART, REVLON,
NIVEA, SW PRODUCTS, Technology companies, etc etc. 1000's of
USA companies in India are operating and profits are repatriated to
America!!!!!!!! Even AMERICAN Agriculture produce is being are sold
in India. We are eating California grapes, dates, pistachios............
Then Who is helping who, who is stealing whom???? Where is all this
money going from India? Is it not obvious that jobs are getting
created in America and wealth is getting to American capitalists.
The amount of low paying jobs that are given to Indians is lot less
than the displacement and dependency these AMERICAN
companies are causing to India and Indians.
Is it not mind boggling to see so many American companies doing
business and walking away with HUGE profits!!!!!!!!Don't forget, we
Indians in India are helping American companies which are
creating jobs in America. This is a FREE TRADE World, STUPID.
Now TRUMP is targeting Indians for stealing jobs!!!!!! Is it not created
by America in the name of FREE (FCUKIN) TRADE to steal Indian jobs
in India and jobs and wealth across the world ??? If TRUMP don't
want Indians then he shall also know we don't want American
companies in India. This is a problem created by America in the 90's
in the name of FREE trade and immigration policy that has caused
havoc in people's lives across the world. Not only for Americans but
also for Indians and across the world.
If People are suffering then ask your leaders and business people to
change the Free trade agmts., and immigration policy. Not the
cosmetic changes for TRUMPS popularity. Ask him to get out of all
FREE TRADE agmts., immediately and will see how much guts he
has. Then will see where the wealth will come to America. Stop all
this non sense.
If your leaders and business people doesn't listen to AMERICAN
common man's suffering then STOP THIS CHEAP PRACTICES OF
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TARGETING INDIANS. You are not going to get anything out of this.
American capitalism or any capitalism doesn't care at all of
anybody but PROFITS. Targeting Indians or Mexicans or any
immigrant and harming them out of ignorance leaves the common
man of USA suffer more as system will not EXCUSE him from
punishment. This being the case and reality then Why Punish
yourself. Hail capitalism and Trump.
After committing crime, is TRUMP going to SAVE anyone from
punishment? Then dream on. My fellow Americans Don't inflict pain
and suffering upon yourself. Workers of the world UNITE, if you can or
alt least not become pawns in the hands of the demagogues.
Good luck to Americans.

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
Now you are becoming personal.. Now we are drifting from the
topic of IT JOBS for Americans or Indians.. I think you conceded your
defeat and you have no point to prove americans deserve IT JObs..
Thank you for accepting Indian IT guys do better job than
americans.. coming to your personal quote on marriage.. whats
wrong in asking parents on marriage.. our life is given by parents.
they own our life.. coming to dowry.. I agree with you its an evil to
ask or take or give dowry... teh real disgrace is using bad words like
you are doing when you are losing the debate.. dont worry its godo
to be enlightened.. one day you have to be enlightendd.. and
today is your day.. enjoy.. and try to be a good IT guy.. for your
country..

Zero2 days ago
zero@zero.fuck103.219.242.4
The root cause is CAPITALISM. Every CEO/ CAPITAL works for profit
maximization. If you are American or Indian or Black or white or
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man or woman or Human or Robot, CAPITAL don't care. It looks for
profits. Guys do not be foolish.

Extraterrestrial11132 days ago
arun4_12@Yyyyy.com157.49.6.226
And don't forget, your status on matrimony websites is recognized
better and you get more dowry from the bride's family. Even after
coming to U.S, you want your parents in India to find a girl for you,
whoz probably living in the next street to you in US. What a bunch of
s**tholes....a complete disgrace to America.

JD2 days ago
jdpal@Yyyyy.com62.253.71.89
Does any one on this site realise that it is not the foreign workers
coming to get American jobs. It is the American companies who
have gone to the rest of the world to get cheap labour. Blame the
big corporates and not the indivisuals who want to make a living.

Or this is because the indivisuals are easy targets compared to
corporates.

Extraterrestrial11132 days ago
arun4_12@Yyyyy.com157.49.6.226
@Radhika - You want Americans to "promote education in
America" ?....lmao. Are you kidding ? Is that why Indians flock
American Universities every year ?

Naresh Y2 days ago
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enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
Why feel ashamed to speak truth.. lets talk truth.. if Americans are
intelligent and has respect to work they do .. why did Americans
wnated Indians.. its simple most americans just need enjoyment
and not work.. thats where we filled in for american inefficiency.. if
americansa are efficient there was no oneed for any country to fill
in teh gap.. and coming to why Indians move to america.. just
becuase we get better jobs than in India and better pay and better
life style.. and simpel truth is 1 USD is 70 INR.. thast why we come to
USA.. our coming to USA is win win for both.. we get paid well and
we work for you and you get enjoyment..

Extraterrestrial11132 days ago
arun4_12@Yyyyy.com157.49.6.226
@Naresh - If Job is just "another activity in life" for Americans, and
"work is workship" for Indians, then why are so many Indians going to
America ? What is there in America that makes life in India so
unsatisfied ? Do you really think Job is just "another activity in life" for
Americans ? Irrespective of the country you belong to, you should
be ashamed to talk like this.

TheLastCrusader2 days ago
anoop_krishnan70@Wwwwwww.com203.99.206.243
My kind request to all those below who are spreading hate!! Please
Stop It!!
Let us discuss about what America is Now to what America was
before. You have crossed here the values from Native Indians to
Puritan's, what a shame!!. The real enemy is the IT companies here,
they hire people from countries like India, Pakistan etc.. so their
value of jobs could be reduced. Do you still really think they'll pay
an American 100$ , whereas they can get two people who could
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do the same job at offshore for 50$ each. If i was an owner of an IT
company, i would've done the same. Indian's live for themselves to
study and get inside to IT companies or become doctors. Where as
American Youth smoke pot and party in Ibiza and Miami, with no
strings attached. If you really dig deep inside the IT company
History, the people who study really and those who dropout, but
are technically very well are all in good positions in many IT firms ,
examples include Meg Whitman, Steve Jobs, Bill Gates etc..
Indians learn well, get inside good colleges, pass out with Flying
colors and then start the way of working, the option to work is only
within American and European Companies. They pass the interview
, works in India for a year or two and then they fly to US or so called
other countries. They work, they earn and pay off their educational
loans, Home loans, vehicle loans, get married , help their relatives,
this is what their lifestyle is . They mix with any group of people, and
they do respect American values.
Before it's Countries it's humans, we are a single race, irrespective of
the color of the Skin, Our blood is red in color and the groups are
same with us. We have been always separated by Caste and
religions.
So i end this with Charles Darwin's famous word "The Survival of the
Fittest"

Extraterrestrial11132 days ago
arun4_12@Yyyyy.com157.49.3.64
I'm an Indian and went to college in California, USA from 1999 to
2002. I had one of the best times of my life and made such great
friends in America. I learnt a lot from Americans - their never give up
attitude, the incredible history of America's creation, their
language, their social behaviour, their live-in relationships, their
respect for nature and such well-planned cities and infrastructure.
Everything was so new to me and I was completely amazed and I
was in a new world. I never saved any money. I was there in
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America to study, to learn, to love, to live life, to make friends, to
broaden my perspective. I worked for a couple of years and
returned to India in 2004, and started my own engineering firm
along with a few friends in Mumbai. I never had the oppurtunity to
go back to the U.S, though I have loads of wonderful memories
from my time there. I am not familiar with all this visas, and cheap
labour and economy and stuff, but I wish to say only one thing to
Indians in America - "If you are a tourist for a few weeks, then fine.
But if you are in America to work and earn a living, then >> learn to
live life like an American, stop hanging out with your Indian friends
alone and make American friends, learn their culture, their social
behaviour, learn their history, speak their language, stop bringing
your whole family of dependents into America, make American
girlfriends/boyfriends, have fun, forget for some time that you even
belong to India, live breath and eat America, blend into their social
structure, forget the traditional way of thinking you had in India and
widen your perspectives and thoughts, travel all over america east
to west and north to south and learn about each state, become
part of America." Thats all I have to say. I'm not saying this only to
Indians working in America, but as a matter of fact, any human
being who goes to work and earn a living in any foreign country.

Abhi2 days ago
nathgabhilash@Yyyyy.co.in125.16.3.251
It is known that Indians from all part of the country travel to
Hyderabad to get fake experiences and H1B job trainings. Some US
consulate officials are also seems to be in Indian culture of taking
bribes. Most IT companies hires talent from hyderabad, many engg
students are from northern states. In fact, in hyderabad it is easier to
find H1B sponsor than gettting a local job. Education & Experience
matters the least. Sponsors needs 3 to 5 lakhs for H1B sponsorship
and 2 year billing period in US at 30:70 ratio for mostly recruting in
experiences 2 to 8 years, in case of bench billing period will extend.
Naukri.com advertises H1B sponsorship jobs from these touts openly.
No point in commenting one region.
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Senthil R2 days ago
rsenthil2007@Xxxxx.com106.51.31.163
And you people thought globalization can be made as one way
street where all the DEVELOPED countries can sell more and all the
DEVELOPING countries keep buying, go bankrupt and start begging
you... But when it became a TWO way street, you feel the heat, you
start blaming others...Seriously, get well soon buddies.
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Senthil R2 days ago
rsenthil2007@Xxxxx.com106.51.31.163
The so called great USA was formed by outsiders after wiping out
the natives sometime back, and still poking their nose into iraq,
afganisthan, korea, vietnam, cuba,... creating all kinds of mess and,
and trying to blame others for

Sankara N2 days ago
kpbabu2000@Xxxxx.com42.109.44.169
Some of the posts are disgusting. It started with Indian taking the job
of Americans and then the balme game starts among Indians,
noth, south, east and west. Indians are always divided, whether in
India or outside. We Indians are more racist than the Americans.
Whom are you compalining about

vinayak2 days ago
vinayak_hebbar@Wwwwwww.com170.248.139.71
Indians please comeback.. why you want to serve another nation if
you have plenty of opportunities here.. if not we can create
opportunities..

Barnali2 days ago
barnalib43@Xxxxx.com116.75.105.20
No one can take your job, if you are capable enough. I myself got
rejected in many interviews and someone else got that job. Now
should I hate them for getting the job or try to improve myself. So
much hate for nothing.
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Flipkaren Adam2 days ago
naseer_nmims@Yyyyy.co.in121.244.210.161
Indians!!! Let's flood this bloody forum and get policies built in our
favour. For ages, we've been colonized by the English and now it's
our turn.
Why only IT, lets flood in every job market, loot the money and get it
back in our country as remittances.

Gajender Singh Malik2 days ago
gajendermalik@Xxxxx.com85.154.102.195
People spreading hate are as retarded as the title of this site.
Though I don't qualify to comment as neither I belong to IT
profession nor I work in USA still it I think it makes sense to put my
perspective about the issue as two Indians are targeted by some
mentally retarded a**holes recently and as an Indian it hurt me and
all my fellow Indians. First of all, gun culture has affected the USA
people more than anyone else. So it is in their own interest to keep
a tab on it. Secondly, the job losses are not just because of Indians,
it's because of the American themselves. All you need to
understand that if not Indians, someone else would take away your
jobs if you take it for granted. Governments are run purely on
economics and national interests. It is a fact that employing Indians
saves some pennies for the companies and allow them to grow
themselves financially which in turn help the countries growth. Who
knows, these savings are helpful in creating another industry for
some other fortunate people.

Satyajitray Sreekurmam2 days ago
satyajitgis@Xxxxx.com220.227.65.3
I strongly agree with you Rahul, Before blaming fellow Indians and
asking them to respect Americans Mr.Indian Macho should have
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gutts to reveal his actual name. Also i pity him because he thinks
Microsoft and Google are muffy companies who made Indians as
their CEO..

Michael2 days ago
mike40@india.com37.211.14.11
Why Discuss H1B visa. America needs people who can work for 24 x
7. Only Indians can do that. There ends the matter.

Tarun Bollisetti2 days ago
trnbsty@Xxxxx.com76.64.99.240
ALSO DONOT WORK ILLEGALLY ESPECIALLY INDIAN STUDENTS IN GAS
STATIONS AND OTHER PLACES....YOU ARE STEALING POCKET MONEY
FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS....

Tarun Bollisetti2 days ago
trnbsty@Xxxxx.com76.64.99.240
All Indians in here should first respect America or the land where
they are in..I see some Indians sitting down during National anthem
and finding loopholes in the system...Very bad....For gods sake,
please respect the land and their values and culture where you
live. Also, do not fake your experience and get job.

vasu2 days ago
emotions28@Yyyyy.com72.188.98.83
I agree to feeling bad for loosing out on jobs that were for
Americans (I would feel the same in India). Just one question. There
are 85000 total H1b visas, do you think corporate america has just
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85000 jobs every year? And how in your expertise could you
compete with Indian companies? By the end of century all
companies would move to India or will have to shut doors
(competition my friend) so something has to be done in those
areas.

Rahul2 days ago
rahul_india@usa.com49.206.61.67
if youth think someone from South Indians - get their engineering
degree from any shitty college in India got away with you Job then
think again cuz you are a shit for yourself who couldn't compete
with them in the interview. Do not blame your fellow Indians.. You
are a Indian who took the job of an American ..
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another indian2 days ago
anotherindian12345@Xxxxx.com117.248.131.201
I think Indian macho is right. Most of Indian engineer doesn't have
any skill. They develop it with time, which any American could do.

parag2 days ago
xyz@Xxxxx.com182.58.219.75
if you remove all the indians it will break the american economy
badly as it will take some time for the replacement of the indian
talent. It could result in inflation. By Parag Dalvi

john lovescubs2 days ago
johnlovescubs17@Xxxxx.com67.167.19.145
SAITJ - Here is your hate brother...

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
You are correct about or engineers from engneering colleges are
not that expert.. but atleast they are more knowledgeable then
local Americans and not labours like pakis or arbas who work in
shops.. and one more thing our enginers knowledge is very much
comparable for the pay americans are giving.. if americans works
for smae pay and work as much as indisn americans will hire lcoals..
why not..

IndianMacho2 days ago
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rahul332@Xxxxx.com106.51.69.64
I pity Americans who lost their jobs to cheap Indian work force. I
had worked at a top Indian IT services company and did my MBA in
the US. However I came back to India and have been working here
ever since. Typical attitude to Indians especially South Indians - get
their engineering degree from any shitty college in India, join a IT
company and pray to god that they get H1B visa. Most of them are
no experts and are hired only to replace expensive labour in the US.
Wipro Chairman Azim Premji once said 90% of Indian graduates are
unemployable and have no skill sets. Trump will do a great job by
restricting immigration to the US. Indians live in a ghetto in the US,
speak their native language and contribute zilch to the community.

IndianMacho2 days ago
rahul332@Xxxxx.com106.51.69.64
Sorry dude. Majority of H1B engineers who come to the US are no
experts. I have worked in a top IT services company and can tell
you most of them are only cheap labourers. Imagine this over 90%
of engineers working in Indian IT industry are graduates of useless
engineering colleges. Their dream is to come to the US and settle
down. If I were an american I would be naturally worried about so
much of immigration happening in the country.

Check_Mate2 days ago
partagas.habaneros@Xxxxx.com117.194.195.90
You are diverting the attention miserably. Focus should be on
radical Islamic terrorism. Once you (people and govt of US) start
fighting with friends, allies and people who share the same threats
and concerns, you are paving the way for the victory of Islamic
terrorists. Russia is NOT your enemy. India is not your enemy. Hindus
are NOT your enemy. The more you show lack of concern for your
allies, the more you empower your real enemy - ISLAM.
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This is not to say that there are not asymmetries in Indo-US relations.
H1-B may have some negative economic consequences. But all I
am requesting you from here in India is don't fight with friends. Don't
open multiple war fronts with Russia. Islamic terrorism is not
conventional war. Every Muslim is its soldier and they are mixed
among your neighbors. Hope you get my point!

itproffessional 2 days ago
prak@Yyyyy.com65.79.156.217
Steve Pushor is a racist tard.

john lovescubs2 days ago
johnlovescubs17@Xxxxx.com67.167.19.145
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Let me sum it up:
1) American corporates are as greedy as they come, they will go to
any extent to show good earnings , fire their own people,give big
bonuses to their CEOs/VPs and guess what wall street rewards them
every time they do that
2) That said all these people here add to economy- rent/buy
home,shop at walmart, pay taxes,tourism.
3) All of these people pay income taxes and most of them leave
the country 3-4 years and replaced by someone else, where does
the money go? it supports the "American entitlements".
4) Also, if they leave , jobs will go with them - Most of the corporates
have already built offices in India they will be extremely happy to
move them all offshore big$$$ for corporates ofcourse.
4) Americans who are computer programmers dont do drugs(rare)
and haven't been swayed by "startup culture" work together , BTW
Technology is the most diverse group in any company and also the
secret behind the success of Google,FB,Apple of the world.

Naresh Y2 days ago
enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
If you lost your job.. think why.. why did the company fired you.. you
did not do your job properly .. so your company got bankrupt and
to save their company they moved offshore.. whats wrong in their
move.. if you have worked hard for yoru company you still coudl
have your job.. but you americans needs life.. enjoymnet and for
you job is just anotehr activity in life.. but for Indians work is
workship.. better start workshiping your job.. to make america great
rather tahn cribbing on gone jobs..

Naresh Y2 days ago
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enareshy@Xxxxx.com115.98.120.91
See Indians dont take your jobs.. we Indians who come to USA are
highly qualified and we come to fill in the gap created by you
americans.. you dont have skills nor conviction to work.. but to
support your IT Heros you mentioned above we Indians come and
support your IT Heros to make them heros.. unlike Chiinese, Pakis,
Arabs who are mostly labours.. are teh one who take your jobs..
and not Indians

RealIndianInUSA2 days ago
anon@anonymous.com73.199.159.5
I came to USA in 2000 on H1B without any fake documents and
there were many IT jobs. Opportunities used to knock on the door
those days. Fast forward to now a days... Only Indian companies
like Tata, Infosys, Wipro etc steal ALL the IT Jobs. They bid for
projects with such low rates, no American company can compete.
These Indian companies bring people from India and don't even
take care of them. These professionals work hard and are sincere
but live like slaves in USA. I wonder if these Indian companies pay
any taxes in US or in India. Nobody other than these Indian
companies are benefitted and this should STOP for benefit of
everyone. America attracts the best professionals and let us keep it
that way, but not these looter Indian companies.

kinsho2 days ago
kinsho@Xxxxx.com70.21.192.104
No, you guys are pretty racist. No different than the Indian people
that only hire other Indian people (something that doesn't happen
very often in my experience).
You're angry because in this global marketplace, market forces
have booted you to the curb in favor of Indian folk that are likely to
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work more hours for less pay. This isn't the fault of Indians or anybody
else. This is simply the market acting efficiently. Either adapt to
changing circumstances or look for jobs elsewhere.
FYI, I've had no problem getting IT jobs in my 10-year career in the IT
sector. Which again makes me think the problem here is you.

Thomas Evers2 days ago
tevers@thorpegroup.io74.134.224.9
I couldn't agree more. This site is both hateful and uninformed. Any
good IT worker will find good work easily. So many unfilled IT
positions. If you can't find IT work, look in the mirror before you
blame it on others.

tom white2 days ago
tomwhite@Xxxxx.com198.245.95.125
what about middle age immigrants who lost job and now living on
unemployment benefits.

hopingtobefree3 days ago
nvmkjunk@Xxxxx.com108.56.68.10
Your website sure is driving a lot of hate. Columbus park article - is
one of the most racist articles I've come across. You should be
proud that you're encouraging people of Indian origin to get shot
by white people while being shouted to as "Go back to your
country". Congrats to the SAITJ team (not!)

AN AGITATED INDIAN3 days ago
indian@Xxxxx.com104.129.192.70
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You have hit a new low by stalking women and children in a Park in
Ohio. If you really have a problem, with Indians or some other
people taking away your jobs, fight them in the Courts and resolve
it. STOP STALKING OUR CHILDREN AND WOMEN.

callingoutidiots3 days ago
todjay@Wwwwwww.com163.252.254.203
incite** :) And, yes. It sure is a hate group designed clearly by a
hater!!

Indian3 days ago
indidesi458@gmd.com192.223.241.22
Here are some facts for you Mr. Racist:
33% of Americans have some college degree (undergraduate).
Out of the 33% college graduates, less than 3% have an
engineering or a math degree.
In 2015, less than 23,000 American students graduated with a
computer engineering degree or with a bachelors in computer
science.
21% of the U.S. Science and Engineering Labor Force is foreign born.
More than 60 percent of foreign-born scientists and engineers in the
United States are from Asia, mostly from China, India, the
Philippines, and Taiwan.
These highly educated "Legal Immigrants" are not cheap and they
always make more than the prevailing wage in their jobs. In fact,
their lowest salaries are much higher than the average American
salary.
A majority of American students are either not good in math,
science and statistics or they just don't put efforts to learn these
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subjects. That's why there is shortage of engineering/math
graduates.
Jobs that require an engineering or a math degree have to be filled
anyways, so employers look globally to hire talent.
This is the reason why the H1B visa and talent from all over the world
will always be needed here (unless these employers move out of
the USA)!
By the way, H1B can be replaced by the "permanent resident card"
or "US citizenship".
If Trump ends H1B visa or makes it harder to bring talent on H1B, the
employers will just apply permanent resident card for the global
talent entering USA (many employers have already started doing
so).
Also, a lot of people comment about how these people on H1B
work for cheap and are not paid well.

John3 days ago
shivaapptech@Xxxxx.com172.248.109.150
H1B is a good one to blame, I came to USA 15 years ago and I lost
my Job because of offshore IT company.

During 2009 recession company don't have money to pay and then
they decided to offshore to survive.

Bottom line survival,
Are you going to blame Uber or Lyft for taking away TAXI drivers job,
Are you going to blame AIR BNB for taking away hotel business.
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If automated car comes into real life do you know how many jobs
whole world is going to loose and soon artificial Intelligence is
coming which is going to take away all the IT jobs.
AMAZON already taking away all the infrastructure jobs with the
cloud.
I am worried how the future generation is going to survive in this
artificial world

MIG17203 days ago
optionsmonk@Xxxxx.com104.129.192.84
It doesn't make any sense Sir. Please help me understand why these
STEM graduates are ready to accept Walmart minimum pay but
not able to compete with "Cheap Labor" H1B replacements? I
request you to step back and look at the big picture. May be you
are looking at the wrong place for this structural problem. May be
people like you should guide these STEM graduates and provide a
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better platform for them to get into job market. I'm working as a Sr
Technical manager for a local district government and we don't
sponsor H1B visa. We only hire citizens or permanent residents. We
have opened a Sr Software engineer position like 2 months back
and we are still looking for a reasonable candidate to hire.

Rushabh Shah3 days ago
shah1981@Xxxxx.com137.188.108.19
Truth of the matter is that you are 60+ years old. You lost your job to
an Asian immigrant because your skills are outdated, not because
a certain ethnicity is "stealing" job.

Prajay Basu3 days ago
prajay.basu@outlook.com27.4.14.42
America is a secular country as far as I know so anything religious is
irrelevant.
Anyone issued a H1-B visa probably has the brains to call 911. And
maybe even perform CPR (if he does not get shot, that is).
Americans did the same in India when we had American workers
for our nuclear power plants.
To 99% of the world, American culture is much more than just Boy
Scouts and Churches, I don't see any of that mentioned here.

callingoutidiots3 days ago
todjay@Wwwwwww.com163.252.254.203
You are full of s@#%! Stop spreading hate and do something useful
with your life..
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varun ajay gupta3 days ago
varunajaygupta45@Xxxxx.com171.79.72.82
You piece of shit, go back to your mama's belly, that is where you
belong. Ass face.
fuckyoubastard@Xxxxx.com
This comment has been deleted by the user and can't be
changed.
SAITJ
Contains Link

SAITJ3 days ago
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Please take a look at Mission Statement “Know Thy Enemy”, I list
Public Enemies Number 1 thru 5 for IT Workers in America
http://www.saveamericanitjo...

Radhika 3 days ago
rhiti98701@Xxxxx.com72.10.101.2
the admin makes me super mad. He is a $%#!@

REAL3 days ago
www.purity69@Xxxxx.com106.193.218.235
who are the soldiers on the peace mission ? not the same soldiers
that destroy the cities ? you lack knowledge ,,,,, still believing in
false flag
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sujay kumar reddy munnangi3 days ago
sujaykumarreddy@Xxxxx.com192.193.216.148
My questions to the Admin of this website:
First,no one in usa is native american.all are migrated form different
countries.So dont call ur self american.only the native red Indians
has right to call themselves americans
who is giving visas for h1b/L1?
who is inviting Indians to come to usa and study in their
colleges/universities and making billions every year?
who is inviting citizens to start companies and provide jobs?
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Are Indians coming to ur desk and kicking you out of jobs?Did u
ever question ur CEO fo the company why my job is given to
H1B?why blame indians for it?
if u think Indians come from cheap colleges why cant u come to
India study there for cheap and come back to usa and get IT job?
who is taking all benefits like SSN and if u lose job u can claim
unemployment benefit>does Indians claim it?
Indians pay Social security tax,federal tax,state tax?does they are
guaranteed in return if they dont get green card in theoir life time?
Finally question ur greedy CEO who is outsourcing jobs not Indians
more

Grind3 days ago
grindredis@Xxxxx.com171.159.192.10
Rather than whining and spreading hatred, become competitive .
That's the only way to progress and keep up the spirit. I've seen
many ups/downs in 15 plus years of my career , lost jobs, had
breaks , tough times, back again to jobs and never disappointed.
My inspiration is simply looking at 70 plus years of college
professors/colleagues, in-spite of being in old age, never gave up
their passion and continuously thriving and seeing/feeling success.
Work hard ,doing justice to work hours, continuous learning are the
only ways to succeed.
Depression/Hatred can only bring person down with negative
thoughts and always result in ambiguity/directionless.

Radhika Awasthi3 days ago
rhiti98701@Xxxxx.com72.10.101.2
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I agree with how you believe that American jobs are being taken
away by immigrants. But you are wrong that immigrants are the
one to blame. They only come here to live a better life. To gain
more opportunities. Also, they work cheaper. Companies only look
for employees that will work cheap. It does not matter if they are
Indian or Mexican. They do not care about races and nationality.
You should not either. Yes, it's true, that IT jobs are being taken
away from Americans. but it is because more immigrants are highly
skilled. More immigrants even go to college than Americans. Not
because they want to steal jobs of Americans. But because they
want to live a better life. It is true that most IT workers are Indians,
but because of the stereotype that Indians are the most intelligent
people. If you really want Americans back into the IT business. Then
you should promote education in America. By encouraging people
to hate immigrants then you are not helping Americans get IT jobs.
You are in fact not doing anything to help Americans. You are
showing you hostility and anger towards the world.

raki3 days ago
krish005@Xxxxx.com170.146.221.73
Guys,
Please stop this hatred towards indians,you might have researched
something about these h1b's,but you ignored lot of other facts.Let
me put an example
You see lot of h1bs other than indians,but what you are not seeing is
indians are still on h1b's even after 10 years.but countries like
phillipines or brazil or any country get greencard in 6 months and so
they get label as gc holder and infact they are taking permanent
job ..most of the indians you refer those companies leave the
country in 2 years or 3 years..and people who bought big car might
have got gc after 10 years,not like other people who just got in 6
months.so there are other h1bs also who is taking jobs,so you
hartred just because of he color,indians in usa are just 1 percent in
america and all indians are not in IT.Ya you see bunch of indians in
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every city,but fact is seeing 50-100 people in group doesn't mean
they are taking jobs,there are students, visitors, medical field,
business and lot...why are you thinking about less than 1%
population and more over we came here legally and only if
company sent us,you should fight on those companies and if usa
says to leave, we all leave ..what did we do wrong...if you say we
came here illegally,fine then lets talk about it..we are working in x
company in india and came here to work 2-3 years and once
company call us back..we will go..but what about people coming
here on h1bs and getting gc in 6 months and taking your
permanent jobs..you are just talking about it sector and jobs,see
how much usa govt directly or indirectly getting income...we love
usa and working as part of our employment and if usa restrict like
today they stopped h1b premium for next 6 months, we all leave.

PeaceAndProsperity3 days ago
svedere@Yyyyy.com68.203.17.118
I agree and disagree with this. I took my son to cub scouts, they put
me in a den, the den families never welcome me. They didn't even
bother to say Hi to me when i meet them at school or outside. They
gave me the impression that the scouts is for them, not to us. Since
they can not deny the cub master, they let me join their den, but
never let me continue. I gave up eventually. That doesn't mean
one bad experience will stop me believing the american dream
and humanity. I might try my kids again in boy scouts if they show
interest.
Yes we don't involve as much as others do, but it goes both ways.

Tom3 days ago
urstrulytom2@Xxxxx.com162.108.33.84
Who is giving permission to enter USA? Who is giving permission to
Study in USA? After coming here the poor IT contractor is working 15
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hours for minimal pay. Who is eating all his/her benefits like Social
Security? Who is giving permission to start body shopping
companies for citizens here? Answer is Americans. Why to blame
others for your mistakes? First fix your system.

Amit Patil3 days ago
eismcsquaredd@Xxxxx.com199.64.6.156
Excerpt from URL: http://www.hitlerschildren.... - "By blaming the
Jews for the economic crisis that Germany was suffering through as
well as their defeat in World War I, Hitler targeted the Jews as the
country's main enemy. According to him, the Jewish people were
directly responsible for Germany's many problems."
The similarities in thinking are obvious... Just replace Jew with Indian,
Mexican, etc. and you get to know what the author's approach is.
Capitalism is driven by profit. It's impartial about race, ethnicity and
any feelings of entitlement because of where & to which family you
belong. There are no Royals in the US of A which is what makes it
the greatest country on earth. If the author is against capitalism
maybe he should move to a communist country.

SAITJ3 days ago
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Points well take and well stated ole chap. Much food for thought to
digest here.
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PeaceAndProsperity3 days ago
svedere@Yyyyy.com68.203.17.118
I have utmost respect to everybody spending lot of time expressing
their rightful concerns. I agree with many things from both sides
here, I respectfully disagree to the content which could motivate
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people in a negative way and create disasters. If we talk about
EMPATHY, I totally agree. This must be started from corporations,
CEO's, 1% who control the planet and then come down to normal
people. Most importantly, fight the system and policy vs targeting
certain ethnicity. This is very bad as people take the law into their
hands and victimize other innocents and victimize themselves, while
the 1% is enjoying their lavish self. Not just H1-B, foreign workers,
outsourcing, What about automation and robots killing all the rust
belt? People used to get $30/hr and live respectfully, not have to
live with min wage jobs. Who do we blame or punish for this? If I am
not mistaken, the current administration is determined to fix the
process and reverse the damage. Can you please put some faith
and have some patience? In this country, even if a home less met a
tragic accident and fatal, he is airlifted to save. This cannot happen
in many countries for the heads of the country. We advanced so
much in all aspects and value the human life that much on the
other hand how can us so irresponsible and say it is the gun culture
and very normal and just statistical possibility. I don't agree with
that. No one has right to take other lives. Let’s not forget, we strive
to protect animal rights too. Just imagine once, what if Microsoft,
Google, Amazon, Apple not existed, what would have happened
to millions of people. With all the manufacturing was gone, all the
infrastructure jobs were gone (no more big projects), mining was
gone (pollution and clean air), what would have happened to
millions, if all these tech innovations never happened. I have a 5th
grader and a 2nd grader. Every single day I talk to them about
STEM, innovation, hard work, entrepreneurship, community service,
simplicity, family values, humanity, empathy and peace. When
Google started, all his family and friends scraped $600K to get all
the servers and stuff (read his encyclopedia). I tell the same to my
kids. Think about going after some new innovation, you can have
all my savings to support your idea. I like to live very simple, no
expensive cars, no luxury vacations, and no country club
membership instead I like to save for their college, and I like to save
for their start up if they are determined. When my kids complete the
school home work in 30 minutes, they spend 2 hours doing the
things I ask them to do, still I don't believe they are perfect yet. Me
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and my wife get up, 5 AM, make two kids ready for school, we both
get to work, come home, spend time with kids help with school
work, activities etc. We don't go to bars and night clubs, hardly turn
on TV, hardly get to watch a movie etc. So start talking about these
things to the kids, put genuine efforts for future, we can still lead the
world with genius, creativity, innovation and hard work. Please do
not plant seeds of jealous, hatred and anger, which is nothing but
regression. If we continue that, some other country will take over
our world leader status. Interestingly my son loves basketball so
much, even though it is a very long shot for him, he want to hustle.
Since he is an elementary kid, he won't understand what I tell him. I
let him spend many hours till the day he comes to the reality and
focus more on academics and STEM stuff. So in the sports, you all
know which ethnicity used to dominate until few decades ago?
And which ethnicity dominates now? Is that a taking over
somebody's jobs or opportunities? Everybody knows how much the
sports stars make. All the franchises scout internationally to acquire
talent and bring them here. Same in Hollywood too right? Do we
ask all of them to give up what they are doing, so the others get a
fair share of opportunities? If we start talking, every industry is like
that? People who are hardworking, willing to give up certain
luxuries, eventually prosper. Yes, there may be some exploitation,
but that happens everywhere to some extent. Coming to envious
about others progress and prosperity, there may be some truth of
exploitation but that is only happened because some greedy 1%
allowed that to happen. No you have a combination of genuine,
hardworking people and some who took easy path. How can you
distinguish by looking at their face and tell who is genuine and who
is not? How can you tell by looking at some body's face, whether
he is a citizen or H1-B, L1 or some illegal immigrant? How can we tell
only one country or ethnicity is using H1-B or visa fraud etc.? How far
it is right to take pictures and videos of certain ethnicity, nationality
without their permission and spread over the Internet? What
happened to privacy laws here? Did you think for a minute, how an
ordinary distressed person can develop enmity towards the entire
minority group? Even if that percentage is 0.1%, how dangerous
that to the society? Isn't that bit irresponsible? Today I am a citizen,
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and have big dreams for my children, not to take others jobs or just
get a decent job and live selfish, but work their but off to create
jobs and opportunities for at least 100 others if not 1000's and
millions. If me or my family get victimized or suffered from some kind
of racism, violence and all the dreams are shattered are you willing
to take the responsibility? Everybody needs to think broad before
spreading certain ideology right. Today dozens of incidents
happening in face of citizens in front of their own front yard, ‘Get
out of my county', Who is going to take responsibility for that? A
New York born cop, was yelled to 'go back to your country' which
country she should go? A human born on this soil asked to 'go back
to your country' which country he should go? If you want to fight
and fix the policy, I will join you and support you and do whatever
you ask me to do for the right cause. But using the name of certain
nationality, country, and religion not at all right and very harmful.
Hope you understand the broader picture and make difference in
the society in a rightful manner.

DVR3 days ago
whencut2016@Xxxxx.com117.195.142.59
Read most of the comments. I am in the Industry for the last 20
years. Some facts:
1. H1 are not sold or given randomly. There is a process and I cam
assure you that 99.99% are clean
2. Please don't pick up one case and paint it all. Exceptions happen
and that can only be an observation only (the interview of H1
person you published)
3. Don't blame IT companies - even today with so much out
sourcing most of the banks are not doing well especially in US. This
companies look at reducing costs to cover up for the big mess they
created. Even today we get requests of reducing billing rates
further down. Please see it - they save money here and pump it into
dubious deals. Most of the banks are messed today
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4.coming to losing work....after Amazon coming to India - lot of
small business closed out here. Shall we close amazon in India? No we see it as a benefit to consumer - better services, wider range of
products. Cannot take a nationalist view
5.IT sector is small...look at your manufacturing ...I don't see any USA
product being sold anywhere except Iphones...Why? why cannot
you export
There is many inherit problems within the system that lead to the
current state in US...investment in wars...look at it what it did to your
economy and these is all the consequences of saving money
somewhere.

Grind3 days ago
grindredis@Xxxxx.com171.159.192.10
My Few cents to add. From what I'm seeing, People take time to
integrate into society. What's important is not just doing job and
enjoying freedom. What's also utmost important is being part of
society, Ex: Going to churches, looking at people in need, helping
them etc. Being part of Scouts etc.
I see this's lacking in most of Indian communities and need to be
improved. Rather than being in own isolation, better to be part of
society and integrate into it.

As always great country to be in.

Joe_Farnakle3 days ago
grondar11@Xxxxx.com71.178.90.69
I have no issue with the H1B program in and of itself. If we can
siphon off some of the top talent from across the world to bolster
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our own tech capabilities, so much the better. That's great for the
country.

What I have an issue with is companies abusing the H1B program
solely to drive IT wages down, by falsely claiming there are no US
citizens to fill their open positions and instead use it to get H1B IT
workers at deep discounts, paying $20k, $30k, $40k and more less
than comparable wages in the US IT market. I've looked at
corporate H1B applications and numbers and yet don't recall any
major hiring outreach or drive ever happening in those companies.
I don't think the H1B program should be repealed but it definitely
needs much tighter corporate oversight and accountability. But
sadly that seems to be exactly what the Trump administration does
not want and instead we will probably just see cutbacks or repeal
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without addressing the issue of corporations trying to artificially
suppress wages.

Sumit Raizada3 days ago
sumitraizada35@Xxxxx.com103.212.146.115
every indian is not a racist, how? there are black brown looking
people other than white in india. rape is not acceptable and
everyone is not raping in india. racism has been everywhere not just
in india. i think you know who martin luther king was?

Eatme3 days ago
suckit@Xxxxx.com143.206.112.224
Stop sucking at your job, then you won't have to worry.

SAITJ3 days ago
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Thank You for your response. Many academics and politicians and
indeed STEM students without jobs have complained and numerous
articles have exposed the plight of STEM students in the workforce in
the USA, much of it a result of the unfair economic advantage
International STEM have in a federal government run program I sure
you have heard about called the Optional Training Program (OPT).I
highlight this program as an example
If we did not have a problem I would not have created this web site
and these issues would be for naught.
George W. Bush publicly urged outsourcing as an economic policy.
Instituted the current F-1 OPT training program for international
students. Barack Obama zealously embraced the program.
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“Optional Practical Training (OPT) is entirely the creation of
unelected bureaucrats. This de facto guest worker program first
came into existence under Republican president George H. W.
Bush, expanded under his son George W., and ballooned again
under Democratic president Barack Obama. Lawmakers in
Washington had no say. The American people had no say. ”
“Congress had authorized a brief pilot program allowing work
under foreign student visas as part of the 1990 Immigration Act. But
lawmakers let it lapse amid concerns that it ran “counter . . . to an
affirmative policy of U.S. labor force development,” “may have
adverse consequences for some U.S. workers,” and was
“inconsistent with the statutory intent of the F-1 nonimmigrant visa.”
Excerpt From: Michelle Malkin and John Miano. “Sold Out.” iBooks.
https://itun.es/us/qHVD6.l
Here is another take or vantage point, Walmart discovered that
STEM grads who could not find jobs were working at WALMART !
STEM GRAD’s cannot find work and are working at Walmart,
astoundingly. Executives surveyed the company, found STEM
GRADs Out of Work and they are lucky land a job at Walmart.
http://www.computerworld.co...
I QUOTE PARTS OF THE ARTICLE:
“The prevailing view of the major employers at a STEM workforce
conference here is that there is a shortage, or gap, in the science,
technology, engineering and math workforce. Indeed, a large list of
corporate leaders recently sent a letter to Congress, urging
lawmakers to make computer science training a national priority.”
"We have to recruit from within," said Sharon Wibben, Walmart's
senior vice president of global HR, "and shame on us" if it continues
to look for these STEM workers only from the outside.”
“Wibben, who was speaking at the STEM connector conference, an
industry consortium, said Walmart sent out a communication to all
its 2.4 million workers in its stores and distribution centers. It told the
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employees that the company was seeking people who graduated
with certain STEM skills in the last 24 months. It identified about 1,000
employees with STEM skills.”
"We were stunned at the number of STEM graduates working at our
stores and distribution centers," said Wibben. Walmart now views its
own workforce as a "phenomenal channel for us" in terms of STEM
hiring, she added.”
“The STEM workforce is an area of controversy for a lot of reasons.
Some academic researchers and think tanks, such as the Economic
Policy Institute, believe there is no shortage of STEM workers. Last
year, Walmart, was criticized by the AFL-CIO because of its use of IT
contracting firms that employ H-1B visa workers. The company, at
the time, took exception to the report and said the vast majority of
its technologists were U.S. citizens.”
“A point made by Matt Sigelman -- CEO of Burning Glass
Technologies -- at the conference: Many STEM jobs are now in
occupations that have not been traditionally considered STEM, such
as marketing positions. These roles are now being filled with people
who have technical skills, he said.”
“The conference focused on hiring and retaining and how many
jobs now require technical skills. Offshore outsourcing, and the
impact that displacements may be having on the STEM workforce,
were not scheduled topics.”
“Among those speaking at the conference was George Moore, the
CTO of Cengage, which produces educational materials. He said
the company's shift to new technologies has led to the hiring of
hundreds of software developers, with many jobs yet to be filled.
The company recently laid off some IT staffers as work was shifted to
an outsourcing firm.”
“Surya Kant, the president of North America, UK and Europe at Tata
Consultancy Services, spoke at the conference about the need to
increase STEM education, and made a point of telling the audience
that "there are no legacy people, only legacy technologies."
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“At New York Life, which is shifting its IT workers to Tata, one IT
employee -- a computer science graduate -- is training Tata
workers to take over her job. The emotional pain of this effort has
been so great that she advises young people not to major in
computer science. IT work has become like "factory work," in that
the work is being moved overseas, she said.”
END QUOTE
Lastly, a respected academic researcher. Hal Salzman, Ph.D.
Professor at the E.J. Bloustein School of Planning & Public Policy and
J.J. Heldrich Center for Workforce Development at Rutgers University
testified For the Hearing on: “The Impact of High-Skilled Immigration
on U.S. Workers”, Submitted to the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary U.S. Senate on 25 February 2016.
His study is full of fact and figures that the negative impact of guest
worker programs on STEM students,
http://www.epi.org/publicat...
I just quote his beginning summary paragraph, you can take a look
at the details via the link provided.
“Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for
inviting me to speak today on the topic of high-skill labor demand
and supply, and on the research and policy progress of the past
year, since the Hearing of March 2015 on this subject.1
In the past year we’ve seen the chasm between evidence and
policy grow ever wider and deeper; the U.S. STEM workforce is
being weakened through policies and guest worker programs that
are increasingly exploited by shortsighted firms and industry groups.
Despite rigorous and independent research by my colleagues and
by me, of over a decade of research showing the U.S. educates an
ample supply of qualified STEM workers, we see the continued
expansion of policies that shift work to offshore labor. Instead of
developing a globally competitive and internationally integrated
workforce, all evidence and events from the past year suggest we
are heading down a very different path consisting of legislation,
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policies, and programs to substitute guest workers for U.S. STEM
workers and graduates. These are programs that allow firms to
subvert the free market in setting wage rates; these are policies that
deny U.S. workers–whether native or immigrant, whether citizen or
permanent resident—the career and compensation their education
and skills should bring them if not for the huge, congressionallycreated labor pool of guest workers that industry has available to
staff the vast majority of new IT openings.:
CAN YOU IMAGINE LOSING YOUR JOB TO A FOREIGN WORKER AND
THEN TRAINING THAT FOREIGN GUEST WORKER AS YOUR
REPLACEMENT?
I ask anybody reading this, how would you like it? Welcome to my
world!
Take a look at the link and you will see plenty of evidence.
The rage of the HI-B overseas guest immigrant Information
Technology workers taking jobs from Americans IT and STEM
workers either on shore or off shore continues. All over America this
problem is an epidemic affecting IT computer programmers, testers,
help desk, you name it; American IT workers are being replaced by
foreign workers while American born workers are tossed aside. Our
STEM students cannot find jobs! No replacement jobs are in site. This
is happening all over the country. At Disney World IT workers had to
train their replacements before they were laid off in order to receive
their severance pay. I cannot think of any other country in the world
that treats its own citizens in such a terrible way.

Good intentions, bad execution3 days ago
goodintentions@badexecution.com8.28.53.66
Thank you!
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eaglerockdude3 days ago
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Dude...thanks for being honest....what's the deal with your other
countrymen here...they are blind with it comes to your points. That
there is fraud and abuse. That fact out-trumps all the good parts of
H1B IMO.

eaglerockdude3 days ago
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
I have been studying ROR for a few years trying to upgrade my skills
that were pretty much replace by H1B. But I do believe...that even
the new open source opportunities...the newer technologies...can
too someday start to be outsourced. Its good to upgrade your skills,
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but a general wrong like this should not be ignored. We need to
think in terms of what is good for the entire country, not just
ourselves, even though "me" may be the starting point.

eaglerockdude3 days ago
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
I am in LA. The vast majority of the programmers I used to work with
are unemployed, while the places we used to work are filled with
Indians. that is not a scientific study by any means, but from what I
have read its happened all over the country.
I have known and worked with Indians side by side for years. I do
not have anything anti-indian to say. They are good people. But I
guess when it comes to your own livelihood, i.e. a job and providing
for your family, its not difficult to participate in a fraud like what has
been going on.
We do need reform from abuse. I think on a level playing field
Americans can compete. Simply meaning same pay.
Now...a few jobs as you say...when they are good jobs...are quite
important.

eaglerockdude3 days ago
kendmcfadden@Xxxxx.com76.169.39.110
Guys...what do you think about some kind of March on Washington.
What kind of turnout would there be..of everyone that has been
impacted by this? How can it be done. any ideas....I will go, and i
have never done anything like that before.
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anon3 days ago
anon21@Xxxxx.com122.161.162.114
hahahahah, so true.

anon3 days ago
anon21@Xxxxx.com122.161.162.114
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yeah, your cause is to fight the Indian government to solve your
issues! kudos mate!

anon3 days ago
anon21@Xxxxx.com122.161.162.114
look who's talking about hate crimes!
and *their

DJ3 days ago
dj@dj.com74.105.44.13
You are an asswipe. The swastika is a symbol of peace that is 11,000
years old. You're clearly not detailed oriented., maybe that's why
you can't keep your job.

REAL3 days ago
www.purity69@Xxxxx.com106.209.220.231
May 2016: A 30-year-old African national, Covulibaly, was beaten
by a group of unidentified people near Hennur Bande in Banaswadi
mistaking him for a thief. The victom was walking back home when
the miscreants intercepted him calling him a thief. When he began
to run for safety, he was assaulted. He was later admitted to a
private hospital for treatment.
February 2016: A 21-year-old student from Tanzania and her four
friends were beaten in Soladevanahally police limits. The student,
pursuing her graduation, was beaten in a mistaken identity
following a road accident in which another African national had
run over a woman killing her on the spot. This incident which took a
racist turn angered the entire African community staying in the city.
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March 2015: A few locals from Chikkabanavara near Kothanur
assaulted four African students accusing them of spoiling peace in
the area.
March 2015: Nearly six Africans staying at Byrati near Hennur were
attacked with bottles by a group of over 20 people. The miscreants
alleged that the foreigners were creating a ruckus in the area and
hence attacked them. Police personnel who tried to rescue the
victims were also injured.

Ari3 days ago
k.aruna2006@Yyyyy.com42.104.97.17
Another sad story in recent times is the parents of the " so called
intelligents" migrate and get Gc and also allowance from US gov.
They are not asylums to get money , they leave home land to land
in US for comfort and merry making , to baby sit , to have a status
symbol back home.

Ari3 days ago
k.aruna2006@Yyyyy.com42.104.97.17
Allow people in US on merit . From premier institutes . The sad part is
people who failed and had back papers are also allowed in US .
and in 3-4 years they suddenly become intelligent - God knows how
. The maximum replacement of American jobs is by these migrants
who are mediocre or below average or failures.Somehow they ae
pooling funds to migrate & getting branded as intelligent or super
intelligent. The bright from premier institutes who do not migrate
and stay back , wither personal issus, or not liking or do not have
money to fund self or have goo job back home.

REAL3 days ago
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www.purity69@Xxxxx.com106.209.220.231
can you Indians speak to us about your Racists attacks to Foreigners
in Banglore , MUMBAI , CHENNAI, NEW DELHI and other parts of
India,,,,,, a Kenyan Girl was Abused, her dress torn, and raped , just
because, a drunk driver of another African Origin knocked down a
mentally disordered woman sleeping on the high way, at a very
odd hour...... what is the fate of the Uganda Girl, whom was raped
and murdered in her apartment in Banglore, by an indian boy
whom she welcomed in her home...... you dirty indians and using
illegal immigrants, as a pretence to abused people of other
country,,,,, do you know how many US citizens being abused and
raped in India.
India is an empire of despicable, bowl of deplorable s,,,,,,,,,,,, you
have the population of illegal imigrants in the world , both in African
, Europe and US etc..... yet , they connive with the police to brutally,
abuse , and extort foreigners, people are being jailed illegally in
India..... there is excessive human right abuses by the India
government through jungle justice, so pathetic..........

REAL3 days ago
www.purity69@Xxxxx.com106.209.220.231
but you Indians are dirty RACISTS , abusing foreigners and raping
foreign female visitors ,,,,,, so despicable. hate crime is more in india
than every other country. there religion is based on hate.......
Gandhi is a total failure..............

Andrew Mastrandonas3 days ago
bizcr@Wwwwwww.com36.83.154.253
I've reported this as a hate group.
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Andrew Mastrandonas3 days ago
bizcr@Wwwwwww.com36.83.154.253
It is and I have reported it.

Andrew Mastrandonas3 days ago
bizcr@Wwwwwww.com36.84.65.235
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All this is in fact is a hate group, nothing more. I'm reporting it to
SPLC so it can decide to add as a hate group or not. Good luck.

Deku Plus Ultra3 days ago
dekuplus@Xxxxx.com73.242.252.51
Let's be honest here, what hurts you in an "abusive and cruel
fashion"?

Deku Plus Ultra3 days ago
dekuplus@Xxxxx.com73.242.252.51
Workplaces don't have to accommodate for everyone. They can
pick who they want and who they don't want. Stop getting
triggered over those who work better than you.

Deku Plus Ultra3 days ago
dekuplus@Xxxxx.com73.242.252.51
They hire Indians because they work for cheaper prices, work
harder and work smarter. You should get used to getting your ass
handed to you more often.

Deku Plus Ultra3 days ago
dekuplus@Xxxxx.com73.242.252.51
Wow. A bunch of stupid "Americans" whining about not being able
to compete with foreigners.

ac3 days ago
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its.arup@Xxxxx.com72.182.118.243
Great story! The 'can do' attitude and perseverance of America
free enterprise system have inspired generations of foreigners to
come here. Ultimately, any of us -- H1B or otherwise -- can lose our
job, unless we adapt with change. Our employments are always
secondary to company's bottom line. As you pointed out, soon we
may figure out, programming may not be high skilled job after all
and programmers may lose their jobs to programs, may be even
those they themselves wrote :) Complaining that someone else took
your job because [s]he could do it either better or more cost
effectively is a particularly un-American attitude.

Mr1987rakshith3 days ago
rakshith1987@Xxxxx.com68.230.65.22
You have not replied to the aforementioned points by the
gentleman.

John3 days ago
major.jacob@Xxxxx.com50.184.196.175
Someone without getting all worked up, please give me a logical
and convincing answer. I am an Indian living in the US now. I am
not in Information technology. I am an electrical engineer. For over
four decades, I lived in India, before my German employer sent me
here. I never wanted to come here, but was transferred. That being
said, let me give you guys some information about life and business
in India. One of our finance ministers, years ago, decided to 'open
up' the Indian economy to to foreign investment. In the years that
followed, just about every big building in almost all major cities
started sporting signs of American companies....every big building
either had a Dell, Pepsi, Coca Cola, GM, Ford, HP,......what have
you....on it. Also, as the years passed, more and more American
products started showing up on India's store shelves. Cargill and
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Monsanto decided, what crops were good for the Indian
farmer....so much so, they even started selling seeds that were
good for just one crop. Slowly, but steadily, our indigenous crop
varieties started vanishing. Now Monsanto and Cargill have Indian
farmers by their throat.......So too, with our soft drinks industry. India
had a thriving soft drinks industry, till Pepsi and Coke came barging
in.....They muscled out every Indian company with their money
power, and either bought or financially destroyed all competition.
They made it sound like Coke and Pepsi is the elixir of life....and kids
are hooked. Now many supermarket shelves stock grapes,
almonds, pistachios.....and a whole lot of fruits grown in good old
California. From Amazon, Walmart, to KFC, every American
company has their hands in the Indian pie.....and it's a 1.3 billion
population pie! I am sure all of you agree with me American
companies don't come to India to do charity, do they?? So, my
question is: How come you guys get all worked up when a few of us
get jobs here? Please give me a convincing answer. I'd like to hear
from Americans who keep saying Indians steal their jobs....

MIG17203 days ago
optionsmonk@Xxxxx.com67.180.201.183
Thank you for sharing your story. "I'm now making more than what I
was earlier earning!!". - This is American way of thinking.
Stop complaining about others. Get ready for new/changing
market conditions, and like Batman_USA said.. "start thinking outside
the box".
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Batman_USA3 days ago
kakoos@Xxxxx.com68.199.82.253
Sometime back I was to train a H1-B and lose my job in 6 months or
not train him & lose my job immediately. I chose to getting fired
after 6 months. During my remaining months, I hated my company,
the new pgmr, etc. but forced myself to start thinking outside the
box and about my future. I came to realize that because the
company advertised my position at a lower rate, that's why the H1B guy was replacing me. I wasn't a guy who anyone in the
company hated, and I was always given good projects. So I knew it
wasn't me or my work. Some "C" level mgmt. person just decided
they want to reduce the expenses of my department, but keep the
lights on, so that he shows bigger profits and ultimately get a bigger
bonus. So that is number one. Next, as someone posted earlier,
politicians taking money from Lobbyists and making it the law to
legally get workers from outside the country. Now companies are
used to it, which is why Google, Microsoft and all other big
companies are against Trump's idea to reduce foreign IT worker
quotas, etc. So the big question is who's lobbying to the politicians
about keeping US jobs? Next, we must not shoot the messengers
who sometimes are ignorant and don't make logical sense on their
posts (H1-B), but just rattle off like "an eye for an eye" methodology.
PS: I was lucky to learn what I needed and became a consultant
and moved on with my life. So to answer what "ac" earlier posted,
that existing workers "not performing well enough for the money
they take in", I'm now making more than what I was earlier earning!!
Just remember, if robots could do programming, even H1-B workers
will be replaced. That's how "C" level folk think!
Sorry for the long post.
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Alex LeMarche3 days ago
alexlemarche@Xxxxx.com98.165.72.142
This is a hate site designed to insight violence against a minority
group.
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SAITJ3 days ago
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Take a look are our Mission Statement “Know Thy Enemy”, I list
Public Enemies Number 1 thru 5 for IT Workers in America:
http://www.saveamericanitjo...

MIG17204 days ago
optionsmonk@Xxxxx.com67.180.201.183
Stephen Pushor, I understand your frustration and it looks like you
are putting a lot of effort to bring attention to the H1B abuse by
starting this website. I've read all your noteworthy posts and it looks
like you wanted to build a case against Indian community. So i just
want to share some facts with you to ease your fears.
Total Indian population in United States of America is 1.2%. So they
are not taking over any of our communities and cities. They are
responsible for 8% startups in our country. That means more Jobs.
They are peaceful, very productive workforce and resourceful
immigrants to the USA and crime rate from Indians is close to zero.
Could you please clarify your position on H1B? Do you think they
are getting jobs only because executives like Mark Zuckerberg
(who donated 99% of FB shares for human advancement) could
make more profits? Or if they are just cheap labor could you please
explain how they could afford BMWs and mansions?
Like every government program/policy there are advantages and
disadvantages with H1B immigration policy. Yes, some Indian top
five body shop companies are abusing the H1B program and
providing inferior quality resources to make more profits. l'm looking
forward to revamp of this program to stop this abuse and allow top
quality engineers/companies to use this program with out any
issues. It would be very nice if DOL could ban these companies for
next 5 years.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wi...

Girish Kirtane4 days ago
gkgk7@ymail.com24.19.133.147
There is some merit to the things that you say about people on H1-B.
Nonetheless, not every H1-B worker falls into the "unqualified"
category that you think they do. H1-B is a class of Visa that denotes
"highly-skilled" workers - so it's a pretty broad umbrella.
Your rhetoric is pretty hateful, and it hurts the innocent - and I urge
you to reconsider the repercussions of your words. That video you
posted of Indian kids playing in a playground surrounded by their
friends and family - how can you not see that this kind of thing is
spooky and fosters violence? Have you forgotten about Sandy
Hook?
Don't you understand that your propaganda can lead to the loss of
innocent lives? If you want to blame someone - blame the large
corporations (which you do take a stab at) - don't blame the
people who take these jobs. What have they ever done to you?
They didn't ask for American Workers to be fired. They just came to
"The land of the Free" for a better life.
C'mon man - American Values are meant to inspire, not intimidate.
Do not judge people for having an "Indian" way of life. They will
acclimatize - it just takes a little bit of time to adjust to the American
way of living.
Peace be on you my brother!
- A hard-working, non-fraudulent H1-B worker from India.

ac4 days ago
its.arup@Xxxxx.com72.182.118.243
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Well, lets think about why American IT workers lose their jobs?
Certainly not because they are Americans, right? They lose their job
for the same reason any loses their job -- not performing well
enough for the money they take in!. Capitalism 101 duh! If you are
in the industry for a long time with high salary and your skills &
experience is replaceable by a young worker with far less
experience -- Indian or not -- the problem lies with you, not them. It
indicates you have nothing more to bring to the table and did not
improve your skills over time. No company would want to employ
such a person.
You guys are often not willing to budge even a little to nearby city
to get a job and you expect to compete with Indians who have
10,000 miles away leaving their families for jobs? If you are so
concerned about American IT jobs, why don't you go to California,
and start working in a startup? You will surely find a job in a startup
even though it might be less pay and high risk? It is after all the
great American way, isn’t it? I suspect that you won't -- because
you would have done it already, instead of taking videos of families
in park and commenting on how a country, which you likely have
not visited, is a hell hole and how someone must not have
assimilated because they are wear traditional dresses? (And on
that note, I am yet to find European immigrants who assimilated
well enough after moving to America, by giving up their European
dresses in favor of native American ones)

hoe4 days ago
hoe@Yyyyy.com24.50.205.133
Get a fucking JOB and stop complaining about other people
taking you job, if you had the skills or the brain, then maybe they
would take you. but unfortunately your just a no good xenophobe
who has nothing better to with your free time than to videotape
Indian people having fun.... fucking creep.
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avik saha4 days ago
sahaavik87@Xxxxx.com149.68.7.10
If politicians didn't take any money from lobbyists H1b wouldn't
have exist in the first place. Blame your politicians not Indians.
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spoof satire4 days ago
spoofnsatire@Xxxxx.com182.68.21.134
It is very sad to see the plight of a mighty intellectual nation being
reduced to the butt of jokes all over the world . Guys, USA is what it
is today because it respects merit, is an open society and a land of
opportunities for the world. If the present messy situation continues I
am sure you too would like many other great civilizations will be
consigned to the dustbin of the world...China and other nations
would take the place of yours as a world leader.

AnAmericanITWorker4 days ago
itarchitect13@Wwwwwww.com70.228.108.116
We are not racist. Though we do think Indians are racist. They get
managerial positions and only hire Indians. What do you call that?

AnAmericanITWorker4 days ago
itarchitect13@Wwwwwww.com70.228.108.116
That is right stop coming here and take our jobs. Make something of
your own country.

Saveus4 days ago
forusourjobs@Xxxxx.com68.193.211.107
Two things we need to stress to save our jobs & our families.
1)
If all think we don’t have enough skilled folks to take jobs in our
country than the folks on H1B should be expensive not cheap, this is
simple economics, no brains for understanding. Hope all
understand, go for $130,000/year for H1B compensation. Payrolls for
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these H1B should be scrutinized so that no manipulation\fraud with
payroll happens.
2)
If a Master of house keeps his\her home safe no outsider
comes into the house, so question the corporations & their leaders,
how much bonus they get in doing all these. Push for the legislation
that the corporations should publish hiring\total strength of H1B
hired “Directly or indirectly” by them. And later publish in all major
newspapers.

Immigrant Citizen4 days ago
immigrantcitizen@outlook.com70.114.181.80
An article authored by stalking the residents of a city neighborhood
in the United States with a prejudice towards the residents just
because they look brown. Pictures of women and minors without
their consent while in their private property minding their own
business is very sad to say the least and is downright disturbing!
How do you propose the child (may be a 2nd or 3rd generation
American citizen) sitting in front of the porch, whose picture is in the
article, handle a situation in his school related to this article/picture
should it arise? For what it matters, the kid and family may not be
related to anything about your cause remotely. So that begs for a
question, why the picture? Just because of brown skin? Is it really a
question that you still ask what fuels hate crimes?
Every cause has a reason and I believe so does yours. If there is any
decency to your cause, please take down that disgusting article.

TrueIndian4 days ago
trueindian@Xxxxx.com122.174.126.228
Here is to all..
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I am an Indian IT Professional and I work out of India, I am going to
say some dark truths about Indian IT & H1B.
H1B :
The truth is except few almost all of them who go via H1B in Tier 2
companies like TCS, CTS, Infosys, IBM doesn't do any work at all and
they are just there to co-ordinate with people at Offshore (India)
and the truth is most of them are not as much as skilled. They get
H1B by sacrificing their respect to their Managers. To get H1B, they
will do whatever they need from Managers and they would not
even speak about their managers wrong actions. I am a good guy,
better skilled than anyone else in my company and used to
question the wrongful actions of my manager but I was never
offered an opportunity for H1B (I would have rejected, even if they
have offered me) But the question is they never ever offered me
anything because I don't ask anything from my manager.
Sometimes people would threaten to resign and leave the project
and just to placate them manager would offer them to initiate H1B
for them.
H1B - Lot of Indian companies just create a temporary position
which is not needed at all, so they can profit nearly $50,000 a year
from that position at onsite.
I can clearly say that nearly 70% of people who are sent to Onsite
via H1B by Tier 2 outsourcing companies are not that much skilled,
they are less talented and less skilled and they get H1B because
they have licked boots of their managers (Only remaining 30% are
skilled enough) H1B holders have created lot of inequalities in India
also and it has led to false perception that once we get H1B we
can settle in our life
Law violations
- People in L1 stay here for 6 or 11 months, they do back but they
don't pay taxes in US
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- Collusion between top executives in Fortune 1000 companies and
Indian IT outsourcing (where some amount is paid as kickback by
Indian IT companies to top executives if they give more H1Bs)
- Wanted obstruction of skilled people for open positions at US, so
less skilled people can be brought via H1B (Again collusion
between top management and Indian IT companies)
Why I am saying the Truth?
- I want better skilled and talented people to get H1B
- I want to add more value to our clients and save money (Less
skilled people won't do that)
- IT companies lose clients because they are not truthful (They like to
suck money out of the clients)
I have observed all of these first hand and no one can refute these
allegations
I am only talking about Tier 2 companies like Infy, TCS, Cognizant,
IBM, Accenture, HCL..

kinsho4 days ago
kinsho@Xxxxx.com70.21.192.104
Sad to see the people that support this website blame their own
personal failures on others that do not look like them.
You guys do realize it's not just Indians taking the IT jobs, right?

SAITJ6 days ago
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
We are Still Being Sold Out! John Miano and Stefan Molyneux Parse
and Sort the Issues!
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https://youtu.be/mUZhKag2dN8
Program Notes: The mainstream media has claimed that that
America is suffering from an apocalyptic “shortage” of skilled
workers - but is that true? Stefan Molyneux is joined by John Miano
to discuss the truth about the H1-B visa program, the impact of
foreign labor on the United States and the disastrous impact this is
having on the American economy.

Jimmy6 days ago
jimmy@owensinternational.com73.250.164.224
People need to get their facts straight before flying off the handle.
The guy who shot Indians in a bar thought they were Iranian. What
pisses me off is that apparently, the Indian community wants to lash
out rather than take the time to learn the facts. This sounds similar to
how many but not all Indian IT guest workers approach software. It’s
called Engineering for a reason people...you got to get your facts
right before making a decision else you risk looking foolish and
incapable of rational thought.
Think before you act!
To be clear, it is a terrible thing that happened. No one should be
shot in an act of blind rage or ignorance. Mr. Donald Trump...the
proponent of hate is who you should be targeting. After all, it is he
who has ran a campaign based on hate, ignorance and fear. He
has stirred up anger amongst the blue-collar community and many
other people susceptible to the notion that immigrants are the root
cause of all problems facing the United States.
If one does a root cause analysis I suspect you will find that your
hate messages on this discus forum play to your disadvantage. It
shows that:
1) Detailed analysis of the problem was not conducted
2) A rush to judgment was performed
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3) Actions taken were ineffective
Bottom line. The approach taken by people who wish to get mad
at an organization that is concerned about fairness in the
workplace for ALL individuals has demonstrated a lack of rational
thought.

SAITJ6 days ago
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Thank You for your response. Many academics and politicians and
indeed STEM students without jobs have complained and numerous
articles have exposed the plight of STEM students in the workforce in
the USA, much of it a result of the unfair economic advantage
International STEM have in a federal government run program I sure
you have heard about called the Optional Training Program (OPT).
If we did not have a problem I would not have created this web site
and these issues would be for naught.
George W. Bush publicly urged outsourcing as an economic policy.
Instituted the current F-1 OPT training program for international
students. Barack Obama zealously embraced the program.
“Optional Practical Training (OPT) is entirely the creation of
unelected bureaucrats. This de facto guest worker program first
came into existence under Republican president George H. W.
Bush, expanded under his son George W., and ballooned again
under Democratic president Barack Obama. Lawmakers in
Washington had no say. The American people had no say. ”
“Congress had authorized a brief pilot program allowing work
under foreign student visas as part of the 1990 Immigration Act. But
lawmakers let it lapse amid concerns that it ran “counter . . . to an
affirmative policy of U.S. labor force development,” “may have
adverse consequences for some U.S. workers,” and was
“inconsistent with the statutory intent of the F-1 nonimmigrant visa.”
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Excerpt From: Michelle Malkin and John Miano. “Sold Out.” iBooks.
https://itun.es/us/qHVD6.l
Here is another take or vantage point, Walmart discovered that
STEM grads who could not find jobs were working at WALMART !
STEM GRAD’s cannot find work and are working at Walmart,
astoundingly. Executives surveyed the company, found STEM
GRADs Out of Work and they are lucky land a job at Walmart.
http://www.computerworld.co...
I QUOTE PARTS OF THE ARTICLE:
“The prevailing view of the major employers at a STEM workforce
conference here is that there is a shortage, or gap, in the science,
technology, engineering and math workforce. Indeed, a large list of
corporate leaders recently sent a letter to Congress, urging
lawmakers to make computer science training a national priority.”
"We have to recruit from within," said Sharon Wibben, Walmart's
senior vice president of global HR, "and shame on us" if it continues
to look for these STEM workers only from the outside.”
“Wibben, who was speaking at the STEM connector conference, an
industry consortium, said Walmart sent out a communication to all
its 2.4 million workers in its stores and distribution centers. It told the
employees that the company was seeking people who graduated
with certain STEM skills in the last 24 months. It identified about 1,000
employees with STEM skills.”
"We were stunned at the number of STEM graduates working at our
stores and distribution centers," said Wibben. Walmart now views its
own workforce as a "phenomenal channel for us" in terms of STEM
hiring, she added.”
“The STEM workforce is an area of controversy for a lot of reasons.
Some academic researchers and think tanks, such as the Economic
Policy Institute, believe there is no shortage of STEM workers. Last
year, Walmart, was criticized by the AFL-CIO because of its use of IT
contracting firms that employ H-1B visa workers. The company, at
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the time, took exception to the report and said the vast majority of
its technologists were U.S. citizens.”
“A point made by Matt Sigelman -- CEO of Burning Glass
Technologies -- at the conference: Many STEM jobs are now in
occupations that have not been traditionally considered STEM, such
as marketing positions. These roles are now being filled with people
who have technical skills, he said.”
“The conference focused on hiring and retaining and how many
jobs now require technical skills. Offshore outsourcing, and the
impact that displacements may be having on the STEM workforce,
were not scheduled topics.”
“Among those speaking at the conference was George Moore, the
CTO of Cengage, which produces educational materials. He said
the company's shift to new technologies has led to the hiring of
hundreds of software developers, with many jobs yet to be filled.
The company recently laid off some IT staffers as work was shifted to
an outsourcing firm.”
“Surya Kant, the president of North America, UK and Europe at Tata
Consultancy Services, spoke at the conference about the need to
increase STEM education, and made a point of telling the audience
that "there are no legacy people, only legacy technologies."
“At New York Life, which is shifting its IT workers to Tata, one IT
employee -- a computer science graduate -- is training Tata
workers to take over her job. The emotional pain of this effort has
been so great that she advises young people not to major in
computer science. IT work has become like "factory work," in that
the work is being moved overseas, she said.”
END QUOTE
Lastly, a respected academic researcher. Hal Salzman, Ph.D.
Professor at the E.J. Bloustein School of Planning & Public Policy and
J.J. Heldrich Center for Workforce Development at Rutgers University
testified For the Hearing on: “The Impact of High-Skilled Immigration
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on U.S. Workers”, Submitted to the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary U.S. Senate on 25 February 2016.
His study is full of fact and figures that the negative impact of guest
worker programs on STEM students,
http://www.epi.org/publicat...
I just quote his beginning summary paragraph and ending
paragraph, you can take a look at the details via the link provided.
“Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for
inviting me to speak today on the topic of high-skill labor demand
and supply, and on the research and policy progress of the past
year, since the Hearing of March 2015 on this subject.1
In the past year we’ve seen the chasm between evidence and
policy grow ever wider and deeper; the U.S. STEM workforce is
being weakened through policies and guestworker programs that
are increasingly exploited by shortsighted firms and industry groups.
Despite rigorous and independent research by my colleagues and
by me, of over a decade of research showing the U.S. educates an
ample supply of qualified STEM workers, we see the continued
expansion of policies that shift work to offshore labor. Instead of
developing a globally competitive and internationally integrated
workforce, all evidence and events from the past year suggest we
are heading down a very different path consisting of legislation,
policies, and programs to substitute guestworkers for U.S. STEM
workers and graduates. These are programs that allow firms to
subvert the free market in setting wage rates; these are policies that
deny U.S. workers–whether native or immigrant, whether citizen or
permanent resident—the career and compensation their education
and skills should bring them if not for the huge, congressionallycreated labor pool of guestworkers that industry has available to
staff the vast majority of new IT openings.:
His final paragraph in the summary.
“So what has happened in the past year? STEM workers are still
available in ample numbers; incumbent technology workers are
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laid off by the tens of thousands; and college graduates, even our
brightest young doctoral-level scientists, still struggle to find
employment in the sciences, much less careers and wages that will
allow them to pay off staggering educational loans. And new
legislation that will further undermine STEM careers can be
expected from Congress this year. Meanwhile the tech industry
continues to spend nearly $15 million a month in Washington.28
Perhaps this is the level of lobbying necessary to keep driving the
wedge separating policy from evidence. In the words of one
reporter, the new Silicon Valley slogan seems to be “Think
InDifferent”29 – with indifference to the quality of jobs and wages of
the U.S. technical and professional workforce.”
Take a look at the link and you will see plenty of evidence.
The rage of the HI-B overseas guest immigrant Information
Technology workers taking jobs from Americans IT and STEM
workers either on shore or off shore continues. All over America this
problem is an epidemic affecting IT computer programmers, testers,
help desk, you name it; American IT workers are being replaced by
foreign workers while American born workers are tossed aside. Our
STEM students cannot find jobs! No replacement jobs are in site. This
is happening all over the country. At Disney World IT workers had to
train their replacements before they were laid off in order to receive
their severance pay. I cannot think of any other country in the world
that treats its own citizens in such a terrible way.

Vanilast week
vani.subramaniam@Xxxxx.com146.82.39.138
While I empathize with the American-born IT worker ( I am not in IT
or American of that matter) and agree that immigration policy
needs to be addressed by congress in a way that American
companies don't exploit H1B visas, this website looks like a hit job
and unfairly targets a single category of foreign workers from a
single country. I work with a lot of foreign guest workers and don't
see anyone pointing fingers at them. In fact, we have more
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employees from Canada and China than people from other
countries. It seems this website while raising some valid concerns, is
preaching a hateful message and missing the forest for the trees.
As for the excerpts from book above, my response is inline
Only one-third of native-born Americans with an undergraduate
STEM degree holding a job actually work in a STEM occupation
>> That does not necessarily mean there is a lack of STEM jobs for
Americans or that jobs are being stolen by H1B immigrants. Many
people with STEM backgrounds prefer to work in non-STEM areas,
including people in India and China who have STEM degrees. You
should look at the resumes of business leaders, politicians and
sometimes even singers/actors in these countries. A lot of them
have STEM degrees.
Also, a lot of Americans working in Wall street have STEM degrees
and they CHOOSE to work there because often it pays much better
than an IT job.
There are more than five million native-born Americans with STEM
undergraduate degrees working in non-STEM occupations: 1.5
million with engineering degrees, half a million with technology
degrees, four hundred thousand with math degrees, and 2.6 million
with science degrees.
>> 5 million as a % of what ? There may be a genuine problem with
STEM workers finding jobs but my point above still applies. Also we
pretend that quality does not matter for STEM workers. Assuming
that all 5 million native-born Americans want a STEM job, are we
saying that everyone deserves a job, just by virtue of their degree
and nationality? There are millions of people in your favorite
country(India) and other countries who have STEM backgrounds
but are not able to find jobs because either they do not have the
opportunity or have low quality. So it is not a unique American
problem.
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• An additional 1.2 million natives with STEM degrees are not
working—unemployed or out of the labor force in 2012
>> The post seems to cherry pick data without any explanation or
demographic breakup. How many of these are retirees? How many
of them chose not to work because they have enough money
saved up or want to do things other than work in a highly
competitive industry, with high levels of stress and long hours. I know
quite a few Americans who, after losing their jobs in the
semiconductor/hardware industry ( not to Indian immigrant workers,
but to consolidation in industry), chose not to look for work because
they had enough money saved up or because they wanted to get
into real estate or start their own small business. When a single
mistake can cost your company ( in the semiconductor/hardware
industry) millions of dollars, that's a lot of stress to deal with at work
everyday and not everyone may want to deal with it.
The supply of STEM workers is not just limited to those with STEM
degrees. Nearly one-third of he nation’s STEM workers do not have
an undergraduate STEM degree.“
>> Why is this a bad thing? I work in an industry where we have
employees who are US army/navy veterans and do not have
traditional STEM degrees but are able to do engineering related
jobs pretty well. Are US companies supposed to turn them away
because they don't have a traditional STEM degrees?
• Real hourly wages (adjusted for inflation) grew on average just 0.7
percent a year from 2000 to 2012 for STEM workers, and annual
wages grew
even less—0.4 percent a year. Wage growth is very modest for most
subcategories of engineers and technology workers.”
>> Hourly wages have been stagnant for a lot of industries. It is
again an issue not unique to STEM workers or jobs.

Anandlast week
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anurag2303@Yyyyy.com63.126.66.2
See. You are more interested in clarifying (justifying) a gun culture. If
you guys are really about saving American IT jobs, you would have
responded to the vacancy I talked about. It has already been 2
weeks since the company posted their requirement. In another 2
weeks, the company will be forced to hire whatever resource is
available. Ranting about Indians in a park, creating websites to
spread hatred and bitching about conditions won't get you
anywhere. If you guys were really interested in saving American IT
jobs, you would have taken this opportunity to help a fellow
American find a job by saving this one job that was available and
could have been one of yours. I needed to find out how genuine
your efforts are to save American jobs, but now all I can say is you
are just there to spread hatred.

ISROStorylast week
aisro@anisrostory.com144.81.85.10
Last week they sent 104 mini satellites into orbit in a single launch - a
world record. ! https://www.linkedin.com/pu...
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Daniel Flast week
realdanielfelice@Xxxxx.com173.90.214.111
I work with few indians in my office too. They are polite kind people.
And from my last India trip - India is not a hell hole and as per the
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words of TRUMP "India is the richest country in the planet until british
invaded and plundered its wealth."
And I have a huge respect for India and Indians. If not for INDIA,
Columbus wouldn't have gone on a search for wealth of treasures
and knowledge.... which eventually ended up helping discove the
USA... and helped our ancestors to move here and escape the
dictators and evil forces in europe... This is the fact and truth.
And if am not wrong, I know you are an indian from your style of
writing. Not hard to pull your website who.is details even if its privacy
protected.

anonymouslast week
spt@Xxxxx.com204.63.44.147
Unbelievable! The author of "OHIO-A JOURNEY TO INDIAN PARK" is a
racist and a hate-monger. I never thought any one could have so
much hatred towards a community that is doing far better than
your own, just out of jealousy. Ascribing intentions and evilness to
harmless Indians is uncalled for.

XYZlast week
xyz@xyz.com144.81.85.10
Get a Life guys, Indians are smart and they have something called
brain, which you guys don't have! so they have rich life here, if you
want to send them back, remember the jobs also follow us.

SAITJ last week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
The suspect killer thought the Indians were Iranians. The incident
has nothing to do with being an Indian or the H-1B Issue. Reporting
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the facts in the case helps avoid all these misunderstandings that
are flying about.
https://www.washingtonpost....
Indians need to understand that the USA is a gun culture and your
odds of getting shot increase as your population and exposure
increases. Something to think about. In America, anybody can walk
out the door and get shot, it is just a statistical possibility.

Anonymus NAlast week
pavb.lal@Xxxxx.com104.129.196.191
Shame on you justifying this article in the name of fighting! you have
made fun of these kids and elderly people. SHAME on you racist!

Anonymus NAlast week
pavb.lal@Xxxxx.com104.129.196.191
Seriously!! You allow such RACISTS posts! Shame on you and your
disgusting jealous writer -of "OHIO - A JOURNEY TO INDIAN PARK"

Anandlast week
anurag2303@Yyyyy.com63.126.66.2
Dear SAITJ, My experience with Americans has been extremely
pleasant and I have always admired your free-spirited nature, your
independence and level of tolerance for different races. In fact,
Americans are the best lot in the world when it comes down to
these traits. However, your article and comments have left me
thinking if you can at all be classified an American. First, the
information you have that Indians evade taxes is false, to say the
least. There is absolutely no way we can evade taxes since their
company withholds taxes and pays them directly to IRS. I believe
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your assumption that Indian IT employees evade taxes is from the
example you have of the Pakistani taxi driver sending money to
Pakistan. How you extended a taxi driver's example to an
educated Indian IT employee is not clear to me. Indians use legal
channels to send money back to their family, and they do so from
their post-tax income, "post-tax" being the operative word here.
Your Ohio Park video is also very disturbing. You did find a lot of
Toyota Camry's at the parking lot outside the park. Well, a Toyota
Camry is a reliable car (and NOT a luxury car) with extremely low
running and upkeep costs. Buy one, and forget about
maintenance for the next 5 years. A bit of money saved, say about
2000 dollars, ball-park. Its great on gas, and returns a comfortable
25-30 mpg. That's about $ 4000 in savings over 5 years. Some more
money saved. It sells great in the used car market, about $ 2000
over other cars in its category, and that's even more money saved.
Now, money saved is money earned. Over a period of 5 years, a
Toyota Camry, or a Honda Accord will have saved you about 6-8k
$$$. This amount doesn't make you rich, but you sure get the point,
don't you? Indians are not fat ass rich, but they sure save some just
by opting for a 170 Horse power car, when you show-off yours with
over 300 horses. They use energy sparingly, a comfortable savings of
about a 1000 dollars annually. So over 5 years, they would have
saved over 15k dollars just by being frugal about what they drive
and how much energy they consume. What percent of your kid's
education could be paid off with this amount? If you think these
low-paying Indians with fat-ass $$$ (isn't that a misnomer) became
rich overnight, then think again. Which car do you drive, to begin
with?
If we are eating up your jobs, here's how you can prove yourself.
The (American) company I work in requires an IT resource.
American. If they can't find an American, they will fill that vacancy
with any available head. Drop me a response, with an email ID (you
can create a new one to protect your identity), and I will send you
the job details and contact person. Let's see if you really have
American IT resources who are unemployed and could do with a
real job. You have 2 weeks to fill that vacancy with an American,
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and I would be happy and grateful if you give me the opportunity
to help one of you.
Posting hate-videos of little babies playing in a park, ignites hatred.
What if something were to happen to them as a fallout of your
videos? Would that solve your problem?
Shooting someone thinking they are Iranians is not justified. Why
Iranians? Americans too have been targeted, but again, WHY
Americans? WHY ANYONE? If guns and hate speeches and hate
articles (like yours) could solve problems, why didn't 2 world wars
solve any problem, and why didn't hate speeches by terrorist outfits
create any change for the good? Please be reasonable. Be a
human, first.

kbommarlast week
kbommar@Xxxxx.com50.148.87.76
Your video of a white man going to a park and videotaping Indian
people (many of whom are LEGAL US CITIZENS), is RACIST and trying
to incite hate and violence toward Indian Americans.

gounilast week
gouni91@Yyyyy.com67.174.99.43
looks like bunch of losers. First improve your technical skills, be
flexible with working hours, adapt to new technologies & rapid
changes. You lost manufacturing jobs earlier because of these. Ask
your kids to study hard from childhood , not to fxxx around drugs,
girls and guns
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Richardlast week
rich@mailinator.com47.187.102.130
SAITJ, if someone takes a look at the Ohio article and is inspired
from it to do something stupid to the American citizens whose
pictures you were sweet enough to post, you're going to have
visitors at your doorstep from law enforcement for running a hate
website. If you don't believe me, ask the dumbasses who take their
inspiration from Islamic clerics and see if any of those Islamic clerics
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are protected by "free speech". So, unless your goals in life include
being someone's girlfriend in prison, I suggest you get rid of the
photographs and scrub that article with soap and sponge.

John Smithlast week
bhenchot@mailinator.com47.187.102.130
SAITJ, if someone takes a look at the Ohio article and is inspired
from it to do something stupid to the American citizens whose
pictures you were sweet enough to post, you're going to have
visitors at your doorstep from law enforcement for running a hate
website. If you don't believe me, ask the dumbasses who take their
inspiration from Islamic clerics and see if any of those Islamic clerics
are protected by "free speech". So, unless your goals in life include
being someone's girlfriend in prison, I suggest you get rid of the
photographs and scrub that article with soap and sponge.
I'm a US citizen. I've lost my job to people from other countries. You
know what? You grow up and find something else. You find
something else to do that pays the bills. If you're half as talented as
you say you are AND IF YOU ARE A GOOD NETWORKER, you'll find
something. Clearly you're 4th rate at humor and relationships so
work on that. Stop griping. Work goes to the lowest bidder who can
get the job done. If manufacturing is done cheaper in China, it
goes to China. If Ikea makes furniture cheaper, North Carolina jobs
go to Sweden. Just because your company was stupid enough to
pay you high dollars to do something yesterday doesn't mean they
have to keep on doing it.

John Smithlast week
bhenchot@mailinator.com47.187.102.130
SAITJ: Everyone who loses their job has my empathy. But what you
have on this website is hate speech. You have taken pictures of
people from the Indian community without their permission,
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ascribed intentions and evilness to them, to their aged parents and
to their children who are citizens of the United States. These people
are minding their own business. Their only crime is that they are
wealthy. You have my empathy for losing your job. But the hate
speech is unjustified.

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
I am an advocate for American IT Workers and their plight in life in
regard to the abuses of guest workers visa programs such as L-1, H1B and F-1 OPT. This is not about me, it is about a community
standing up and fighting for their jobs and livelihoods. We are
fighting for our lives, our houses and our mere existence, I know
highly educated IT professionals that are working at Walmart, Home
Depot and other low paying jobs. We are seeking EMPATHY from
the American and Indian public as to our horrible situation.

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Clearly it is the Congress and US Corporations that are the true
villains behind this mess. If you look at the Mission section "Know Thy
Enemy" you will see that SAITJ comes down hard on the corporate
interests and lobbying groups in DC and in the Valley, our
Facebook post are full of articles that are highly critical of CEO's
and the rest of the 1% selfish pigs that control the planet. The H-1B
system has hurt both Americans and Indian IT workers in an abusive
and cruel fashion.

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
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I enjoyed your comments and observations on the interview. There
is a long and complicated story behind how I met this individual
and how the interview came about. I learned a tremendous amount
about India and the visa scene and the sectarian groups that do
not like each other; ancient rivalries. I spoke with him many times
via Skype and via chat, he lived in India, smart educated and
intellectual type. He was horribly abused by Tata or TCS. We were
friends. Then he disappeared from Facebook and left no
breadcrumbs. He provided me fond memories and documents
about his court cases and other items. I verified his identity by the
documentation he provided me. It is difficult to bridge the gap
between the Indian community and the American community, I
was able to build some trust over a long period of time and learned
a great deal from the two Indians that were interviewed and posted
on the web page.

Asttest Acctlast week
asttesta@Xxxxx.com65.35.77.253
Free speech is legal, but, posting a minor picture in an article is
illegal. Since the pictures appears be taken without permission, I
filed a report with Ohio Attorney general. Wish you good luck and
peace.

Asttest Acctlast week
asttesta@Xxxxx.com65.35.77.253
Calling a kid 'rich ass' is not humor at all.
Taking somebody's pictures and posting without permission is crime.
It's misusing the freedom this country gave you.
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Asttest Acctlast week
asttesta@Xxxxx.com65.35.77.253
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Democrats or Republicans..... It does not matter.
Congress always go for H1Bs as it is strongly lobbied by American
corporations like Microsoft, Google etc.,

Asttest Acctlast week
asttesta@Xxxxx.com65.35.77.253
I am a US Citizen (of Indian origin). My family immigrated in 1965's.
I can understand your frustration about jobs. But, some of the facts
are not right in this document.
http://www.saveamericanitjo...
For example, It is not common for Indians to say HI to a stranger.
Also, Most of the elder people and women do not know the English
language.
So, They do not understand your warm wishes.
I'm always happy in this great country, learned new things and I
was treated very well.
Taking pictures of a community and writing an article that only
influences negatively may not be the right approach.
Companies lobby for more H1B visas. Ideally, We should let
congress know in all the ways possible.
I appreciate if you would consider my suggestions.

Kaylast week
clastone474@Xxxxx.com66.188.88.167
All you are doing with this comments is make sure now there is a
group of indians together and fight against something that you
base of American value. I am not going to argue because I believe
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you belong to the Category who thinks that "Black labor" was not
american issue because they were just gifted by french and I had
no answer LOL.
Let me tell you, you think you are majority but put Blacks, Jews,
Mexicans, White Gays and Lesbians , Indians, Chinese and all those
un-biased white christians/atheists/agnostics and then you wont
have much power. TRUMP's own speech writer was H4 visa holder
indian.
Earn Merit and you have all the jobs. I am living in Midwest, I have
white friends and I dont understand you at all.

Kaylast week
clastone474@Xxxxx.com66.188.88.167
I am Indian. I understand few concerns but please dont extrapolate
it to all Indians out there. All it does is make 'your' country worse
place to live because hatred does not solve an issue but only
opens more up. Some articles and park visits etc.. is just someone
spreading hatred for non-white people out there... Its just telling that
under the hood of 'jobs' you are spewing evil.

x-generationlast week
avaloncrk@Wwwwwww.com131.107.174.218
Hmm, one question. Who is hiring these Indians? Are the CEOs of all
these companies, Indian nationals? Should you be upset at the
Indian taking a job, or the American giving the Indian that job?
Who wouldn't accept a better opportunity? You shouldn't be
looking at the labor force to blame, you should be looking at the
head of the companies. Why aren't you showing any antagonism
towards those individuals hiring foreign workers. Seems a little
hypocritical to me.
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XMLMaestrolast week
erabelli2050@Xxxxx.com184.191.64.186
H1B lottery system should go away. It should be based on merit.
Please remove 'Indian Park' pdf as it is not solving H1B issue or US job
loss. It is however, promoting hatred though that may not have
been the intention. As a caveat, i would post anything that i would
say in person with comfort to large masses. Otherwise, i would n't.
Plenty of us will be able to support your cause. I would fight it
effectively so as to get traction and yet not create divisiveness.
Bigger problem i see is that US job loss that is coming our way is due
to automation/robotization i.e., expected around 47 million US jobs - 10-15 yr window. This job loss not only includes blue collar but also
white collar jobs. One solution could be is to, come up with
Universal Basic Income which countries like Sweden is looking into. It
is a digital tsunami that needs to be looked into seriously.

citizenlast week
iyengari@Wwwwwww.com24.184.236.84
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In response to the "INDIAN H-1B ANSWERS QUESTIONS: SUBJECT
MATTER THE PERPETUATED H-1B SCAM THAT IS HURTING USA IT
WORKERS AND ABUSING H-1B INDIANS"
If that person is truly an Indian, he would not be starting his own
discrimination against south indians and north indians. And if he is
true Hindu he would not be eating beef as he said.
He is just expressing his frustration of his situation. I am not saying
what is noted in that article is all not true, yes it could true in some
sense.
Which country does not have corruption and unethical behavior?
Yes there could be instances of what he described in that article
but not prevalent as he emphasizes.
Why he is talking bad about only south indians , is he not an Indian
? India is vast diverse nation. He is giving the notion that Kolkata is
not corupt and a ideal place to live in ? BS . again i am an Indian
and consider only to be an indian not as a southe or a Northie.
Just by this view of this person answering this question and haveing
a -ve view of other indians, I doubt the authenticity of that person.
In regards to the point he makes of fake universities , with out the
other shaking hand in US it cannot work so the issue is not just with
indians. It has to have collabration in US.
Most of these big IT shops like congzant , tcs wpiro abuse the system
a bit , yes , but they still need to comply to US standards.
Its the system need to be changed and enforced but these should
not be turned into hatred against the person working based on
their visa status or skin color.
in summary I blame the system not the poor guy/girl working his ass
off to meet his family needs and the american dream.
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guestlast week
seeniraj@Xxxxx.com65.127.84.74
The tone of the Ohio article is very very disturbing and certainly
singles out a minority community with blaring racism. who is asking
American corporations to hire foreigners? Why don't you write
about people coming from Europe on no-visa and overstay their
visa and take american jobs. you wont write about it bcos they are
all look white and your little mind is oblivious to that and you pick an
easy target.
You should be sued for using those pics of those people without
permission. Hope you have a family. How would you feel if I write a
negative article like this and litter it with your family?

All Togetherlast week
federerfan@Yyyyy.com168.250.62.193
The Indians in Ohio park article has the opposite effect of what I
think was intended. It shows a prosperous community earning and
spending money locally in the USA. Clearly all of them are legally
present and are tax payers. Everything showcased in the article is a
net benefit to the economy. They are obviously not cheap labor if
they are driving expensive cars and living lavishly, a point made
several times in the article. If you were to write an article extolling a
community, this article comes close. Their prosperity is not a crime.
This is exactly what we want EVERYONE in USA to do. Earn big and
spend big inside the USA.
I think the idea was to create negative sentiment towards Indian
community in that they are stealing local jobs. It unfortunately
comes out as jealousy. It is a wrong approach to try to pit one
community against another. It is much better to focus on
policymakers and to a lesser extent on some IT companies that are
exploiting people.
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rdrlast week
rav_k2000@Yyyyy.com128.107.241.187
1) We are in global economy, we need to embrace the change
and prepare for it. If you don't want foreigners come and work but
we want our companies sell our products in global markets, it is not
going to happen. Also think big, our companies make more
$$$$$$$, and give few $$$. Net net , we are in profit. This is
capitalism.
2) These job holders, 70% of the salary put into our economy (
homes, cars, taxes, education etc..) like any other citizen.
3) If you restrict these folks, you lose elite people and all these jobs
go to foreign. Our economy engine don't get any of those $$$
back.

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
I introduce you to the book Sold Out and some researched and
referenced facts.
"THERE IS NO SHORTAGE OF HIGHLY-SKILLED STEM US NATIONALS IN
THE JOB MARKET".
“Karen Ziegler and Steve Camarota of the Center for Immigration
Studies summarized their own findings in 2014, which were
“consistent with research from Georgetown University, the
Economic Policy Institute (EPI), the Rand Corporation, the Urban
Institute, and the National Research Council that have also found no
evidence that America has a shortage of high-tech workers:”
• Only one-third of native-born Americans with an undergraduate
STEM degree holding a job actually work in a STEM occupation.
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• There are more than five million native-born Americans with STEM
undergraduate degrees working in non-STEM occupations: 1.5
million with engineering degrees, half a million with technology
degrees, four hundred thousand with math degrees, and 2.6 million
with science degrees.
• An additional 1.2 million natives with STEM degrees are not
working—unemployed or out of the labor force in 2012.
• The supply of STEM workers is not just limited to those with STEM
degrees. Nearly one-third of he nation’s STEM workers do not have
an undergraduate STEM degree.“
• Real hourly wages (adjusted for inflation) grew on average just 0.7
percent a year from 2000 to 2012 for STEM workers, and annual
wages grew even less—0.4 percent a year. Wage growth is very
modest for most subcategories of engineers and technology
workers.”
“The only persistent tech worker shortage in America is a shortage
of workers at the wage employers want to pay. One business exec
candidly described how H-1B aids companies that don’t want to
pay market wages: “[H-1B is] an incredible source for bringing in
cost-effective labor that we have a shortage for.” Another CEO gets
to the heart of the matter that the STEM shortage panic industry
pretends away: “If you’re willing to pay market rate, you can find
people. The issue is if you’re budget-constrained, you can’t get the
people you want.”
Excerpt From: Michelle Malkin and John Miano. “Sold Out.” iBooks.
https://itun.es/us/qHVD6.l

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
OK, let me reference Infosys as an example. A Computerworld
article spells it out Infosys discrimination in a statistical fashion. Also
lawsuits are in motion.
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http://www.computerworld.co...

I paste parts of the article.
NOTABLE STATISTICAL QUOTE: “Neumark wrote that "the share of
South Asian workers in Infosys' United States-based workforce, when
compared to the relevant labor market, is 301.17 standard
deviations higher, and the statistical likelihood that this disparity is
due to chance -- as opposed to a systematic difference in hiring
favoring one group over the other -- is less than 0.0000001%, or less
than 1 in 1 billion."
YOUR ODDS OF WORKING at INFOSYS are slightly above the value of
ZERO.
I QUOTE NOTABLE:
‘The composition of Infosys' U.S. workforce is too lopsided -overwhelmingly South Asian -- to be an accident, allege the
plaintiffs in a discrimination lawsuit.”
“The plaintiffs, four IT workers from around the U.S., brought their
discrimination lawsuit against the India-based IT services giant in
2013. This week, they filed a motion seeking class-action
certification from 2009, and say the potential pool of plaintiffs may
be as large as 125,000.”
“In bringing this motion, the plaintiffs also worked to cement their
claims with expert help.”
“David Neumark, a professor of economics at the University of
California, Irvine, analyzed Infosys' U.S. workforce for the plaintiffs
and wrote a 76-page report filed this week in federal court in
Wisconsin, where the case is being heard.”
“Neumark, an expert witness, described Infosys' workforce as
"remarkably disproportionate" because of its South Asian hiring.”
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“The lawsuit alleges that the India-based firm was engaged in
"ongoing national origin and race discrimination," and claimed, at
the time the lawsuit was filed, that the Infosys U.S. workforce was
roughly 90% South Asian.”
“One plaintiff was hired by Infosys to work on a $49.5 million
Affordable Care Act, government-funded development project for
the District of Columbia. There were about 100 Infosys employees
working on the healthcare project, but only three were American,
the lawsuit claimed. The plaintiff alleged harassment, and was
denied promotion, the complaint said.”
“Neumark brought a statistical analysis to the discrimination
claim. Specifically, the economist wrote, "from 2009 through 2015,
89.39% of Infosys' United States workforce was South Asian while
only 11.45% of the United States' Computer Systems Design and
Related Services industry was South Asian.””
“Neumark wrote that "the share of South Asian workers in Infosys'
United States-based workforce, when compared to the relevant
labor market, is 301.17 standard deviations higher, and the
statistical likelihood that this disparity is due to chance -- as
opposed to a systematic difference in hiring favoring one group
over the other -- is less than 0.0000001%, or less than 1 in 1 billion."
“Infosys is one the largest users of H-1B visa workers. Infosys
employs about 20,000 in the U.S, according to court records.”
“Plaintiff attorney Michael von Klemperer, with law firm Kotchen &
Low in Washington, said: "We believe strongly in the merits of the
case, including the merits of the class-certification motion, and we
look forward to the court's ruling and we look forward to trying the
case."
“There were some 50 exhibits filed in this case, including one from
a former Infosys recruiter who said, in a declaration, that in
conference calls "many of the highly qualified American
candidates we presented were being rejected in favor of Indian
candidates."
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END ARTICLE QUOTES.

Jimmy Tlast week
jeevit@Xxxxx.com155.188.0.142
I replied with a very thoughtful and respectful set of questions to
you. I see that you barred by response from being posted here. That
indicates that my message made it through to you loud and clear,
and it undermined your credibility here so you prevented it from
being read by anyone.

citizenlast week
iyengari@Wwwwwww.com24.184.236.84
In ref to the Ohio Indian park post and others, This world we live in is
globally connected capitalistic society.
Corps will do what ever it can to reduce their expenses. That is plain
and clear, also they would want to sell american goods to world . If
USA becomes a closed economy and who would buy , NIKE ,
Apple, who would TYSON sell their chicken to ? USA has only around
300 mil people not a big market for consumer goods compared to
china and India. I f u look at apple , nike and may other brands
they make hall a lot of money from NO USA market.
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I am empathetic to the US workers situation but this is inevitable ,
look a the history , TEXTILE , STEEL and now IT , every corp will look to
cut costs and see where the cheap labor is.
we US people and corp have to go back to roots of this country
formation till a decade back , every time there is some
displacement of jobs US innovates and gets anew industry, That is
where the advantage of US is and we have stick to that roots of
innovation instead of hateful mentality.
Can you stop the Asian countries in getting more educated and
close down their spending power ? who is it going to hurt , it will hurt
US economy.
Why is there more graduates in technology fields from Asian
countries ? they are doing some thing right from the elementary
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school , where are in US we are opposing the common core
standards at the school and parents telling their kids no need to
take common core tests as that is too taxing. Are you kidding, If the
kids are not getting proper education and not getting pushed to
compete healthy where would our next generation be standing
compared to the Asians and other European countries who are
setting up a proper foundation of the school system.
Its basically the cycle of human history who would have imagined
Indian Indian economy would be like this 50 years back when India
got independence from the looting British at that time. Same goes
with China too.
No one can do any thing abt the lost jobs , but US policies needs to
encourage the new innovation and create a new industry and be
the leaders again rather than whining over and propagating hate
against other skin color.
Let us be innovative again as trump says "Make america great
again" but not by hate or closed economy but by innovating in
new technology , energy and services.

Zkrlast week
zkryug@Wwwwwww.com199.71.217.77
Can you tell me if all of this is about racism and hate?
1.- Don't blame other people because they are foreigners and they
are taking jobs away, blame the system that allows some people to
abuse.
2.- Shame on me if someone else come and replace me, (I must
suck or I'm not good enough of what I do)
3.- University system is a big business in US, if you go to another
country you get a degree for cheaper and also you get the same
level of preparation.
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One truth of all of this is that some of this people abuse and take
advantage of h1's, I've seen it and I complaint about it, I've seen a
lot of unskilled people get IT jobs and worst making more money
than I do, this is unfair we know it, I've seen this people treating me
like sh*% but this never stopped to get a job and feed my family.
For the record: I'm not Indian.

AnIndianlast week
jaijavan20194@Yyyyy.com96.255.71.98
You are contradicting yourself. On one end you are envy about the
riches that Indian H1B folks are enjoying [Houses, BWMs, etc.] and
on other end you are complaining that they have brought down
the salaries? Yes, initially, H1Bs get paid less but they work harder,
establish themselves and earn as much as a local would.
This labor replacement happens in every country including India.
Low cost workers from Bangladesh migrate to India and replace
low-skilled relatively-high-paid workers. Indian manufactured cars
are being replaced by low-cost high-quality Korean cars. UK got hit
by the same issue when skilled labor force from other European
countries migrated to UK.
After being in the US for 25+ years, I am as local [as American, as
non-Indian] as you are. I haven't been displaced by an H1B worker
as I kept myself up-to-date with the technology changes and
changing IT landscape. So have many of my friends who came
here 20+ years ago. We prepared ourselves so that a H1B worker
cannot replace us.
Again, I suggest you to read "Who moved my cheese." You will find
yourself in "Hem and Haw" characters. You are a victim of
globalization. Airing one's frustrations is not the solution. Hoping that
someone [Governments/Corporations/etc. or such site with
negativity towards Indians] will do something to fix this will lead to
disappointment.
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Bite the bullet, get trained and be ready to work hard.
There are plenty of IT jobs for qualified hard-working ones.

AnIndianlast week
jaijavan20194@Yyyyy.com96.255.71.98
SAITJ, you are blindsided and not reading what the commenter has
said......Hiring Manager is asking "Why are locals not applying for
jobs?" and that "Indian companies want to hire locals. Have you
checked how many locals are being hired by Indian companies
like Cognizant, HCL, Infosys, etc. here in the US. You are either not
looking at the right sources for information OR just looking for
"alternative facts" that fall in line with your false beliefs.

DesiTechieelast week
desi.techiee@Xxxxx.com172.85.56.2
Some of the lies spread on this website.
1. Myth: H1 visa is issued by lottery and not by merit / qualification.
Truth: The lottery is to even consider your application for evaluation.
If you are lucky in lottery, then there is whole lot of evaluation, and
Labour Condition Approval and prevailing wage determination
and everything.
If you are not lucky, your application will not be even considered,
no matter how qualified you are.
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Please don't assume that any illiterate will get H1 visa if he wins
lottery.
2. Myth: Obama went to India to meet Modi and gifted him H4 visa.
Truth: Can't stop laughin at this. Seriously. H4 visa for dependents
was always there as long as H1 was there. Nobody gifted anything
to anybody. For that matter, don't consider even H1 visa as gift. It's
on merit; it's a symbiotic arrangement for US with other foreign
countries.
3. Myth: India and Indians are all poor and starving.
Truth: LOL. India exports food. There are poor and starving people in
USA, though US send billions in aid to other countries. There could
be some poor in USA, and in India.
4. Myth: H1B is cheap labour.
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Truth: If it's so easy why not all american citizens start a business and
hire foreign workers to do all the work dirt cheap and be rich
themselves.
IT workers in India are getting average salary equivalent to USD
100K (when you consider purchasing power parity). Moreover, if
husband and wife are both earning in India, they will not even
consider coming ot USA on H1 + H4.

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
What I am hearing and reading is that many Indian based recruiters
and companies discriminate against American born IT workers to
the point they give up on getting a job via this route. I direct you to
the experience that an IT worker in California who lost is job in
2011and has not recovered. He has described his experience about
his job search and recruiters. It is an interesting take of what this
individual has gone thru and it is not pretty. —:
http://www.saveamericanitjo...

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Much of the commentary is our sardonic sense of humor and comic
relief. Chill out man, BTW I have the same sardonic approach
applied to the "RICH ASS" Country Club Establishment crowd in Ohio
that are the selfish 1% who are behind all these job layoffs. Thanks
for your support and your points well taken.

HiringManagerlast week
hiringmanager@Yyyyy.com97.70.141.137
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When I post a IT job, all I get is resume from people from Asia. Why
are the locals not going for these jobs? I am from India - legally
migrated. I understand your pain and support you in your cause.
But why waste your time envying other's achievement and not
prepare yourself and your kids to prepare for IT jobs? Indian
companies really really want to hire locals. But locals have to come
half-way. If customers want you to move to a new location or work
a little extra during crisis times, everyone has to be able to
contribute.

hopingtobefreelast week
nvmkjunk@Xxxxx.com64.73.36.192
The article you posted regarding Ohio - is how hate crimes start.
While you may be looking at trying to show that the Indian IT worker
is doing well - why is that a crime in itself? Why is it a crime for
anyone who has followed the legal process to come here?

I would encourage you to drop the "Ohio - Journey through an
Indian Park" - it sounds extremely racist. It makes you look like you're
a racist and hateful organization than an organization that wants to
protect the American worker.
"indian-american-h-1b-answers-some-questions2.pdf" - that article
though - has a lot of truth to it and I agree with it (as an Indian who
hasn't come through the IT offshoring companies).

PTlast week
pradeep.tumati@Xxxxx.com216.228.112.21
There are 3 types of folks who seek H1bs: (1) F1s who graduate from
top universities like MIT, CMU etc. and get hired like hot cakes
straight out of school (2) F1s who graduate for unknown universities
and look for jobs (3) IT companies that lure Indians from India. The
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original intention behind H1b was to facilitate #1 type folks, but over
the years, US politicians, lobbyists, enterprising small universities (like
SVU, NPU) and Indian IT companies made sure that rules are
relaxed in order to facilitate #2 & #3 types. #1 get to the top
income 1% bracket within 10-15 yrs after graduation. #2 struggle for
1-2 yrs before they get settled and fly high from there on. #3 are the
most abused lot. IT companies across the globe lure/trap Indians
into coming to the US. There is so much corruption going on here in
the US. I know a few companies where the managers fire their full
time employees, setup contracts with companies such as TCS,
cognizant, hire #3 types and get their cut (bribe). This is illegal. I
have personally seen so many engineers (everyone) get affected
by these tactics.
There are genuine H1b grievances. The rules have been set in such
a way that corporates can manipulate H1bs and pay them low
salaries. These lottery system is forcing by H1b hopefuls to submit
multiple applications which is making the whole system worse. I
personally know a fresh graduate from a good university who filed 3
H1b application while on opt; each one costed him more than
$12000 out of pocket. As a matter of fact, his employer suggested
that he put in 3 applications and didn’t pay for the application
expenses. This is plain fraud and illegal.
Being an Indian living here in the US for over 15 yrs, I got fed up with
this system and so I have supported Trump. I fully support your
cause, American workers should not get replaced just like that, but I
am also taken aback by one your articles about ohio park where
you have posted pictures of women and children and describe
them as illegal aliens from another planet who conspiring against
America. This is an attempt to create hatred in the minds of
Americans. This is not helpful. Please make your point about
displaced American workers, whom we too care about, but don’t
indulge in this type of hate mongering. In fact, you will end up
getting a lot of Indian supporters for the issues you are raising if you
don’t indulge in this type of racism.
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Alok Shuklalast week
alokshukla@Yyyyy.com73.170.38.37
I agree with many of the points, What I am not sure is why would
you share the video of Indian kids playing in the park, commenting
on Indian women traditional dresses and so on. You are just then
fanning hatred against Indians as a race.
Are we illegals? Are we not competing? Are we not paying our
taxes. Your fight is with US government, what is the point of treating
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a hardworking community as your enemies? We are also the
product of globalization as much as you are. These kind of videos
are exactly that create divide amongst people and incite fear. You
could have made the point about displaced american workers
WITHOUT such videos. You would benefit from partnership, not from
divisive rhetoric. I am not even commenting on your point about
reducing high skilled immigration and consequently saving
american citizen jobs - I think that the connection is very tenuous,
but that is for another post.

Jimmy Tlast week
jeevit@Xxxxx.com104.166.250.147
I'm seeing a consistent theme in your messages where you claim
you were "forced" to do this or that. This is a lowly tactic employed
by bratty children or adolescents. I think you're above that. Surely, it
must have felt degrading and embittering to have to train your
replacement, but that happens across many industries among
workers of all backgrounds. It is not a problem that is exclusive to
"foreign guest workers", and classifying it as such casts your
grievance in a racially prejudiced light.
No one forced you to do anything. You are free to walk away from
any job or any boss that you find to be objectionable. I was in an
industry where 10+ years of experience and excellent work ethic
weren't enough to land me a decent job. So I walked away from it.
I changed my career and found a new way to get ahead. I don't
rely on anyone aside from myself to build my future, although I
simultaneously acknowledge that my success can be attributed to
many kind souls I've met along the way.
I've been wronged, framed, made to be a scapegoat and fired in
the past. That doesn't define me. How I'm going to overcome those
without exacting petty revenge will define me.
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Jimmy Tlast week
jeevit@Xxxxx.com104.166.250.147
I understand that your anger and frustration stem from the fact that
you feel your livelihood is being threatened, but it is perplexing how
misguided and misdirected your anger is. I'll put forth some points,
and I would love for you to respectfully address them. Please, let's
keep this mutually respectful so that we can hopefully move
towards a solution. For the sake of brevity, I'll get straight to the
heart of the matter.
1) The United States is welcoming migrant workers because there
has been a verifiable, prolonged shortage of tech workers. There
are more tech jobs available than the number of candidates (I'd be
happy to share the stats if you want me to, but I'm confident you
know how to Google). In light of those facts, how can a fairly
healthy, experienced, hard-working tech worker with a good
attitude face prolonged unemployment? In any industry, we must
strive to make ourselves indispensable, is that not so? If you are
replaceable, then it behooves you to take a brutally honest look at
your job performance: Are you resistant to change? Do you
cheerfully adopt new tools and technologies, or do you avoid
them? Are you "settled" and complacent in your job, or are you
consistently striving to improve? Do you actively pursue professional
growth, or have you been coasting in your career? Please answer
those with complete honesty.
2) America is the home of Capitalism. We have aggressively tried to
sell the ideology of Capitalism to other countries for decades. Some
of the core principles of Capitalism are free markets, self-interest,
and brutal competition. American companies and entrepreneurs
work within the capitalist framework. Even Mark Zuckerberg is
merely a pawn in this system; we all are. Our system of Capitalism
dictates how companies allocate resources because profit is king.
Are you surprised that companies under a Capitalist society will
always seek the cheapest labor or cost of manufacturing per unit at
the highest profit margin? How are you, or any president ever going
to change that? The cold hard fact is that what you are
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experiencing is Capitalism working as designed. The government
can put a temporary band-aid on these issue by doing silly things
like utilizing tariffs, quotas, taxes, subsidies, etc. but the root of the
matter will remain unchanged. Economic protectionism does not
work under Capitalism. That's a plain fact. Capitalism is bigger than
any person, industry, or even government. You will not change that.
So, blaming migrant workers, CEOs, companies, and the
government is an effort in vain, in my earnest opinion. It will simply
waste your time and energy and turn you into an increasingly bitter
person. Next thing you know, you will be on your deathbed
(hopefully, not for many years) filled with regrets that you should
have just moved on with your life and enjoyed it to the fullest
instead of spending years trying to spit at the sky. You can disagree
and call me wrong if you wish, but my intent isn't to deride you; it is
to help you feel less worried and frustrated. Get on with your life
and prosper.

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
Kind Sir, It is easy for you to use the word hate, easy cop out. What
Americans do not like is universal. They do not like losing their high
paying jobs to overseas workers, they do not like losing there
homes and going bankrupt. STEM students graduate and cannot
find jobs due to foreign student visas having unfair advantage. Sir,
do you have any empathy what so ever for the America IT worker
loss of jobs and livelihoods?
In the US for the past 25 years the on going H1B program has
resulted in a downward trend for information technology
professionals. Low salaried H1B staff has destroyed the IT profession
and companies all over the country are replacing their existing
workforce with H1B candidates. People have been forced to train
their replacements, accept significantly lower salaries, and no
longer be given respect within the work place. An insider-outsider
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culture is now prevalent. Give Americans back their IT careers and
stop giving preference for H1B and F-1 candidates.
CAN YOU IMAGINE LOSING YOUR JOB TO A FOREIGN WORKER AND
THEN TRAINING THAT FOREIGN GUEST WORKER AS YOUR
REPLACEMENT?
I ask anybody reading this, how would you like it?
I am sure if I came to India, and took your job, have you train me,
then YOU are out on the street. THINK ABOUT IT?

SAITJlast week
admin@saveamericanitjobs.org68.100.40.107
SAITJ RESPONDS:
1. Have any one of you witnessed an Indian getting a job because
he/she are just Indians? I believe we compete. We put in good
efforts in our interviews.
Answer: Yes, I have witnessed Indians getting jobs and interviewed
in the work place. I have worked with Indian on various projects
and have Indian friends.
2. I saw a video on this website regarding layoffs. Are you sure that
layoffs are happening only for Americans?? I have been laidoff, but
if I have to blame anyone, i blame the corporate who outsourced
our whole department to TCS.
Answer: No one is assuming that ONLY Americans are being laid ,
layoffs follow a normal distribution curve. I know of Indians who
have been laid off by Indian companies in the US and forced to
return to India.
3. Do you think H1B visa is issued lightly?? There are many rules and
regulations that are in place to ensure worthy get the visas. I agree
that Obama's administration should not have granted H4 EAD's.
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Giving them opportunity without a verified qualification causes
inflation rather than anything.
Answer: I am acutely aware of the rules and refutations associated
with the LCA. It is a mostly a lottery based system and not merit or
qualification based system.
4. Have you ever been to India? I don't believe India is a poor
country, but there a lot of corruption politically which is causing the
politicians to sack the money rather than use if for creating
opportunities. An average Indian kid beginning the age of 3 attends
a school and after school to succeed academically. But in the end
no opportunities. We are here in search of opportunities.
Answer: I have not been to India. I know others who have been, I
have Indian friends who have described the country. Massive
population has contributed to the supply and demand ratio of
employment opportunities; thus contributing for the need to leave
for the US under any circumstance possible.
5. How is an average Indian responsible to anything that is
mentioned on the website?
Answer: Not who or what an average Indian is or the intent of your
question. I interview an Indian who was an H-1B in the country and
was subsequently mistreated and denied his American Dream by
his own people, an Indian company in New Jersey. The interview is
on or web site: “How an Indian Guest Workers American dream
became his New Jersey Nightmare!: http://www.saveamericanitjo...
6. Do you not have the capacity to fight and win a job?
Answer: SAITJ staff are fully employed if that is your question.
7. How do you visualize America without Indians? Can you look at
abandoned townships? Abandoned loans?
Answer: No one is assuming that ALL Indians leave the county. I can
visualize Indian NOT replacing American IT workers existing IT jobs
and then forced to train these guest workers.
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I think the consensus among many IT pros over the years is that we
are all right with H-1Bs and even L-1s to some extent coming into
the country for large projects that need staffing for which American
resources may simply not exist. It is when Americans are REPLACED
and FORCED to TRIAN their REPLACEMENTS, and then lose their
HOUSES and RETIREMENTS. It is degrading and it is a FORM of
HUMILIATION. It is plain wrong. I think that many Indians often lack
EMPATHY in understanding why IT PEOPLE in the USA are so UPSET.
This is why nobody has responded to our SAVE page motto.
CAN YOU IMAGINE LOSING YOUR JOB TO A FOREIGN WORKER AND
THEN TRAINING THAT FOREIGN GUEST WORKER AS YOUR
REPLACEMENT?
I ask anybody reading this, how would you like it? Welcome to my
world!
Many individual Indians have the EMPATHY I am referring to and
they have expressed that to me in FB messages, one even granted
me an interview.
I conducted with an Indian who used to be a H-1B and has since
become a US Citizen and live isn the Bay area.
http://www.saveamericanitjo...
Raise your voice against outsourcing, we will join our voices. It's a
pain we, though from India share too.
Answer: I agree totally and have many Indians who agree with your
conclusions. The USA hight tech industry has abused both
americans and perhaps mrs severely the Indians. Together a
coalition can stop these practices and STOP the billionaires
exploitation of IT workers on both sides of the globe.
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AnIndianlast week
jaijavan20194@Yyyyy.com96.255.71.98
I cannot resist adding my comments to this......Have you ever
thought why Indians are getting the IT jobs? I have been in this
country for 26 years and let me give you few points to ponder
upon.
1. Have you been to IT departments in last 10 years? Do you think
local IT resources put in their 100%? Really?
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2. H1-B visa holders earn in this country and spend in this country.
They buy cars, houses, clothes, groceries, etc. and put most of their
money back into US economy. They pay taxes too. If you reduce
H1-Bs, these jobs will be sent outside US and we will be in lose-lose
situation. Don't believe? Bush restricted H1-Bs when he came....Jobs
went to India....And Indian economy is booming since then.
3. This is an inevitable outcome of a capitalist economic system.
Peek into the history and you can see waves of outsourcing. It is not
possible to stop this. Not even Trump can do anything......Trump will
stop H1-Bs and these jobs will be lost to India forever.
4. Do read book "Who moved my cheese?", if you haven't. This hate
will not take you anywhere.

richardhardlast week
richardhard@Wwwwwww.com216.155.131.68
OK, let's get one thing straight. I am a US citizen of Indian origin. I
actually am for less outsourced jobs, including IT. And we definitely
need immigration reform--there are not enough for lifeboats in the
US for the world.
But you crossed the line in your "Ohio Indian Park" post. If you were
really any kind of reputable site, you would have stuck with dollars
and sense. Instead, you choose to target Indians as a race. "RICH
ASS" is not something I expect a professional IT person to say. "Rich
Ass Indian Suburban Kid sits outside of BIG $$$ House" definitely
targeting race...what about your "rich ass white suburban kids"?
Hell, you even contradict yourself with "...to assimilate into US
culture, it would be nice to see some H&M style"...H&M is made in
China! Would rather stick with Allen Edmonds shoes. Incidentally,
would be nice to post American garment makers we can support.
"These cricket players are very strong and athletic, must be all those
burgers and steaks. In India much of the population are skinny and
starving." Whoever wrote this post obviously has never been to
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India. It would like us saying that fat Americans are lazy--not too
classy, SAITJ.
This page reeks of racism, and that post is just plain classless. Please
don't pull the "Indians agree with us" argument; that is the
equivalent of "I have black friends" arguments. Stick to dollars and
sense, not racism. If you don't have an argument, don't go after
race. Just shut up.

NKlast week
nk@Wwwwwww.com76.113.250.83
Shocked at the mere existence of such a site!! Just here to misguide
people and spread hatred against Non American IT population! I
just wish to ask these people, why do you think these jobs started
going to non americans(mostly Indians & Chinese) in the first place?
Was that an act of charity or sympathy toward people from other
countries!? No it wasn't! It was only because they had the required
qualification, skills & education for these jobs. It doesent come easy
to them either. They too are constantly tested evaluated & laid off.
But they are probably more willing to work hard and give what it
takes and not merely cry over the situation!
And please don't make the mistake of considering India a poor
country, all of whose population is starving! Only someone who is
totally ignorant would assume and spread this nonsense! So I would
humbly request these people to not waste their time in spreading
hatred and wrong information while expecting their job to be
served to them on a silver platter! Those holding the job have also
given it their sweat and blood! Deserve the job and it will come to
you

JRRlast week
blitzkreig+test@Xxxxx.com68.100.57.174
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Do you know that it's because of people like you, incidents like
these are happening? https://qz.com/919678/srini...

Arnav Kushilast week
swethareddy2012@ymail.com24.197.221.108
I can't believe the spite you are spreading about foreigners(Indians
mostly)... Can you answer a few questions to make us realize what
part of us is wrong than playing a blame game?

1. Have any one of you witnessed an Indian getting a job because
he/she are just Indians? I believe we compete. We put in good
efforts in our interviews.
2. I saw a video on this website regarding layoffs. Are you sure that
layoffs are happening only for Americans?? I have been laidoff, but
if I have to blame anyone, i blame the corporate who outsourced
our whole department to TCS.
3. Do you think H1B visa is issued lightly?? There are many rules and
regulations that are in place to ensure worthy get the visas. I agree
that Obama's administration should not have granted H4 EAD's.
Giving them opportunity without a verified qualification causes
inflation rather than anything.
4. Have you ever been to India? I don't believe India is a poor
country, but there a lot of corruption politically which is causing the
politicians to sack the money rather than use if for creating
opportunities. An average Indian kid beginning the age of 3
attends a school and after school to succeed academically. But in
the end no opportunities. We are here in search of opportunities.
5. How is an average Indian responsible to anything that is
mentioned on the website?
6. Do you not have the capacity to fight and win a job?
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7. How do you visualize America without Indians? Can you look at
abandoned townships? Abandoned loans?

Raise your voice against outsourcing, we will join our voices. It's a
pain we, though from India share too.

Adamlast week
adam2017a@Xxxxx.com71.85.147.30
With most of IT jobs controlled by Indians, at which point in the
future this might become a national security risk?!?!?!

Virgil Bierschwalelast week
vbierschwale@Xxxxx.com66.208.111.143
Looking good
Virgil, one of the original that has been displaced since Feb 2003
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